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 Abstract 
Air-permeable, super-liquid-repellent fabrics show strong resistance to various 
liquid fluids and have self-cleaning, anti-sticking, and anti-contaminating 
functions, which are very useful for development of function clothing. However, 
most of the liquid repellent fabrics are poor in durability. This PhD study aimed 
to develop durable super-liquid-repellent fabrics and explore novel property of 
liquid-repellent fabrics. It has resulted in two novel concepts to prepare durable 
liquid repellent fabrics. By combining liquid repellent with liquid absorbing 
features on different sides of single layer fabric, a novel directional-fluid 
transport property was observed. The main results are briefed below:   
 
Elastomeric nanocomposite coating, a novel concept to prepare durable 
superhydrophobic fabrics: In our daily life, some polymeric materials have 
shown excellent durability. Taking tires as an example, the basic ingredients of 
tires are natural rubber and carbon black, a carbon particle in the range of 50~600 
nm. When a crosslinked rubber contains well-dispersed carbon black, its strength, 
wear resistance and UV aging resistance are drastically improved, making tires 
very robust to withstand thousands of kilometres of running with tons of loading. 
Inspired by this classic nanocomposite, in this project, polydimethylsiloxane, 
filled with functionalized silica nanoparticles and fluorinated alkyl silane, was 
applied to produce a superhydrophobic coating on fabrics (e.g. polyester, cotton, 
wool). The coated fabrics showed water contact angles higher than 170° and 
sliding angles lower than 5°. This simple and low cost coating also showed 
remarkable durability against strong acid, strong alkali, repeated machine 
washes, boiling water and severe abrasion damages, whilst retaining its 
superhydrophobicity.  
 
Durable, self-healing superamphiphobic fabrics prepared by elastomeric 
floropolymer containing nanoparticle and fluorinated alkyl silane: A new 
coating system has been found that can make fabrics have a durable self-healing 
superamphiphobic surface using a two-step wet-chemistry coating technique. 
The coating consists of a commonly-used, commercially-available fluoro-
containing polymer, poly(vinylidene fluoride-hexafluoropropylene), a 
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 fluorinated alkyl silane, and  a surface modified silica nanoparticle. The treated 
fabrics showed remarkable liquid repellency, with water contact angle as high as 
170°, and a contact angle above 150° to many oil fluids, such as soybean oil and 
hexadecane. The coating has self-healing ability, upon being damaged 
chemically, the coating can restore its super liquid-repellent properties simply 
by a short-time heating treatment or room temperature ageing. 
 
Switchable directional liquid transport fabrics: Directional liquid transport 
driven just by the surface property of solid substrate has received considerable 
interest because of the intriguing science underpinning the phenomena and the 
exciting application potential. However, effective techniques to imbue thin 
porous materials with directional fluid transport ability have been seldom 
reported. In this project, a fabric-based thin porous membrane which has novel, 
spontaneous directional transport ability to both water and oil fluids has been 
created. The liquid transport also has a selective feature. When it shows transport 
directionality to a fluid, it allows fluids with lower surface tension penetration 
from both sides, but prevents the fluids of higher surface tension from 
permeation from either side. The transport directionality is switchable from one 
fluid to another simply by a heating treatment of the membrane followed by UV-
irradiation for required period of time.  
 
This thesis consists of seven chapters. Chapter 1 describes the aims, subject and 
significance of this PhD research project. Chapter 2 reviews the research 
progress in superhydrophobic and superamphiphobic technologies and their 
applications. Chapter 3 introduces the materials, characterisation methods, and 
the procedures of preparing coating solutions and fabric coatings. In Chapter 4, 
detailed results about the preparation of durable superhydrophobic fabric 
through polydimethylsiloxane-silica nanoparticle coating. Chapter 5 reports on 
the preparation of durable self-healing superamphiphobic fabrics using a 
poly(vinylidene fluoride-co-hexafluoropropylene) solution containing 
fluorinated alkyl silane. Chapter 6 describes directional fluid transport fabrics 
using wet-chemical coating plus UV irradiation treatment. The mechanism of 
the directional fluid-transfer effect is also elucidated. Chapter 7 summarises the 
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 conclusions obtained from this research work. Suggestions for future research in 
this area are also provided. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
 
1.1 Significance and research problems 
Wetting and non-wetting of fabrics have been an essential property associated 
with a number of applications. As an extreme non-wetting state, 
superhydrophobicity which is defined as a surface with a contact angle larger 
than 150° to water, has attracted a lot of interests because of the self-cleaning 
and anti-sticking abilities and potential applications for various decontamination. 
Considerable progress has been made in development of superhydrophobic 
fabrics. However, most of the superhydrophobic fabrics show low durability to 
wash and poor abrasion fastness.  
Superoleophobic surfaces display apparent contact angle greater than 150° with 
organic liquids having very low surface tensions and low contact angle hysteresis. 
They have shown enormous potential for applications in antifouling, anti-
crawling, decontamination, and microfluidics areas. When liquid repellency is 
based on a low surface energy surface, superoleophobic surface naturally have 
superhydrophobic property. A surface that has both superhydrophobicity and 
superoleophobicity is also referred to as superamphiphobicity. Apparently, 
superamphiphobic surfaces have enhanced liquid repellency, thus having wider 
applications than superhydrophobic and superoleophobic surfaces.  
Several strategies have been developed to improve the durability of 
superamphiphobic fabrics, including crosslinking the coating layer, creating 
multi-scaled roughness on the substrate, establishing chemical bonds between 
coating and substrate. Self-healing is of particular interest to improving the 
durability because of the regenerating ability against chemical or physical 
damages. Self-healing superhydrophobic or superamphiphobic coatings on hard 
substrates have been reported. However, self-healing superamphiphobic fabrics 
have received only little attention. 
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Directional liquid transport driven just by the surface property of solid substrate 
has received considerable interest because of the intriguing science underpinning 
the phenomena and the exciting application potential. Beettle’s back and spider 
silk are good examples, which combine two opposite wetting properties, i.e. 
hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity, on the surface. When moisture (liquid) 
attaches to the surface, tiny water drops move spontaneously towards 
hydrophilic areas where they coalesce into easily-collected large volume. Such 
a directional-wetting property has inspired the development of innovative water 
harvesting devices. More controllable directional-wetting was reported on 
synthetic surfaces having a wettability gradient.  
In comparison with directional wetting on open surfaces, directional liquid 
transport through fabric is more complex. The liquid attachment, spreading and 
transport in porous matrix are highly determined by not only surface property 
but also porous structure, because of the capillary effect involved. Spontaneous, 
directional liquid transport allows a thin porous membrane to remove liquid 
proactively from undesirable area, hence preventing liquid accumulation, and 
meanwhile eliminates back flow and associated fluid contamination during 
liquid transport. These unique features are very useful for development of novel 
membranes and separation technology, desalination, fuel cell, and biomedical 
materials, as well as smart textiles.  
Despite the wide application potential, effective techniques to imbue thin porous 
materials with directional fluid transport ability have been seldom reported. 
Wang et al. in our group reported directional water transport effect on fabrics 
through the formation of a wettability gradient from superhydrophobicity to 
hydrophilicity across the fabric thickness. When water was dropped on the 
superhydrophobic side, it penetrated through the fabric rapidly and spread on 
hydrophilic area. Later, similar works have been reported by other groups.  All 
the works reported to date, however, have been confined to transport of liquid 
water [1-3]. Thin porous media with directional transport ability to oil fluids 
have not demonstrated in the research literature. Oil fluids have much wider 
choice in comparison to water, and directional transport of oil fluids through thin 
porous media hence offers larger space for industry applications. Since oil fluids 
vary in surface tension depending on the type, a thin membrane that have 
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directional transport ability to one oil fluid may have a completely different 
response to others. Understanding of directional oil transport would lead to 
development of smart membranes having selective oil transport ability and novel 
applications.  
In principle, directional liquid motion within a capillary channel can be achieved 
through either pore structure or surface property. Liquid within a porous 
membrane having gradient pore size change across the thickness transfers 
preferably in the direction from large to smaller pores. However, pore size 
gradient does not warrant fluid transport directionality because liquid can still 
move from smaller to large pores when sufficient liquid is fed from the smaller 
pores. Although directional water-transport through thin porous membrane 
driven by the surface properties was reported, the transport directionality was 
mainly demonstrated by dropping liquid water on the upper surface of a 
horizontally-laid fabric. Consequently, gravity effect was suggested to play a key 
role to induce spontaneous directional water transport. Directional liquid 
transport through a thin porous media driven just by surface properties 
irrespective of gravity’s effect has not been demonstrated in research literature. 
1.2 Specific aims 
The major issue facing existing superhydrophobic fabrics is low durability. 
Although some strategies have been developed to improve the durability of 
superhydrophobic coatings on fabrics, only limited success has been achieved to 
date. In our daily life, some polymeric materials have shown excellent durability. 
Taking tires as an example, the basic ingredients of tires are natural rubber and 
carbon black, a carbon particle in the range of 50~600 nm. When a crosslinked 
rubber contains well-dispersed carbon black, its strength, wear resistance and 
UV aging resistance are drastically improved, making tires very robust to 
withstand thousands of kilometres of running with tons of loading. Inspired by 
this classic nanocomposite, we hypothesize that elastomeric nanocomposite 
coating with rough surface and low surface free energy could be a key to achieve 
durable superhydrophobic surfaces.   
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is an inert silicone polymer that is non-toxic and 
hydrophobic in nature. It has excellent tear-resistant and mechanical properties. 
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Silica particles have been widely used to generate rough surface on various 
substrates. Previous study in our group has revealed that silica nanoparticles 
functionalized with fluorinated alkyl silane can form to hierarchical rough 
surface with a low surface energy. By combining PDMS with hydrophobic silica 
nanoparticles, it is expected that the novel nanocomposite could be used to 
realize durable superhydrophobic coatings on fabrics. Therefore, the 1st specific 
aim of this PhD study is: 
Specific Aim 1: Using PDMS and hydrophobic silica nanoparticles to 
prepare elastomeric nanocomposite coating on fabrics and proving the 
excellent superhydrophobicity and durability to repeated wash and 
abrasion. 
Superamphiphobic fabrics showing super-repellent to water and oil fluids are 
more desirable than those showing super-repellency only to water or oils because 
of the enhanced repellent performance to liquids. Significant progress has been 
made in developing superamphiphobic surfaces. Challenges still remain in 
making a surface superphobic to fluids with a surface tension below 35 m/mN. 
Most liquid-repellent surfaces are low in durability and mechanical robustness. 
Self-healing is of particular interest to improve the coating durability because of 
the regenerating ability.  
Poly(vinylidence fluoride-hexafluoropropylene) (PVDF-HFP) is a linear fluoro 
polymer having certain elasticity (Tg, -40 °C). Our preliminary trial has 
indicated that PVDF-HFP could form an elastomeric nanocomposite coating 
with nanoparticles, which could be useful for development of superhydrophobic 
coatings. By adding fluorinated alkyl silane (FAS) into PVDF-HFP was also 
observed the considerably improved liquid repellency and novel self-healing 
property. Therefore, the 2nd specific aim is: 
Specific aim 2: Using PVDF-HFP, hydrophobic silica nanoparticle, and 
FAS to create new fabric coating system that can possibly make fabrics have 
a durable, self-healing superamphiphobic surface.  
Previous work done by our group has indicated that gradient wettability from 
superhydrophobicity to hydrophilicity across a fabric can be achieved by 
asymmetrical photo-degradation of a highly superhydrophobic fabric, and the 
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fabric having the gradient wettability shows directional water transport effect. 
To extend this work, it is hypothesized that symmetrical photo-degradation of a 
highly superamphiphobic fabric would enable the treated fabric have ability to 
directionally transfer both water and oil through the fabric, which form the 3rd 
specific aim:    
Specific aim 3: Achieving gradient wettability on the superamphiphobic 
fabric which is developed in the aim 2 and examining the liquid transport 
directionality for both water and oil fluids. 
1.3 Thesis outline 
This thesis consists of seven chapters as outlined below: 
 Chapter 1 is the introduction of the whole thesis. 
 In chapter 2 is a review summarizing background knowledge and 
research progress in wettability and the technologies, as well as the 
methods to improve the durability and the applications. 
 Chapter 3 introduces the materials and characterisation methods, and the 
procedure to prepare the fabric coating solutions. 
 Chapter 4 is a research chapter presenting detailed results about the 
preparation of durable superhydrophobic fabrics using an elastomeric 
nanocomposite. The surface wettability and the morphology of the 
coated fabrics are characterised. The durability against repeated wash, 
sever abrasion damages, strong acid/alkali solution attacks and stain 
resistance tests are reported.  
 Chapter 5 reports on a new coating system to produce durable 
superamphiphobic fabrics. The coated fabric wettability to water and 
other liquids have been tested. The coating shows novel self-healing 
ability against chemical damages.  The durability of the coated fabrics 
against a range of harsh treatments is also tested. 
 Chapter 6 provides detailed results on UV irradiation treatment of the 
superamphiphobic fabrics, and the, interesting directional fluid-transport 
effects to water and oils.  The directional liquid transport fabric is 
switchable to restore the superamphiphobic property. The mechanism of 
the directional fluid-transport effect was elucidated. The influences of 
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the coating conditions and the amphiphobicity/hydrophilicity 
combinations on the directional fluid-transport effect were examined. 
 Chapter 7 summarises the main conclusions obtained from this research 
work. Some suggestions for future work in this area are also provided. 
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Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
This chapter reviews the recent literatures on wettability, superhydrophobicity, 
superoleophobicity and hydrophilicity. Techniques for making 
superhydrophobic and superoleophobic fabrics and their functional applications 
are also summarized. 
 
2.1 Surface wetting capability 
2.1.1 Definitions and applications 
Wetting is the ability of a liquid to freely wet a solid surface, which resulted 
from intermolecular interactions when the two are brought together[4]. At the 
liquid-solid interface, if the liquid-solid molecular interaction is stronger than 
the liquid-liquid one, the adhesive forces are stronger than the cohesive forces, 
leading to surface wetting. In contrast, if the cohesive forces are stronger than 
the adhesive forces, and the liquid tends to bead-up, not wetting the solid surface.  
One approach to evaluate a liquid wetting ability is to measure the contact angle 
of a liquid droplet on an object surface [4-6]. The contact angle (CA, θ) is defined 
as the angle at which the liquid-vapor interface meets the solid-liquid interface, 
and formed by the solid-liquid interface and the liquid-vapor interface measured 
from the liquid side as seen in Figure 2.1. The contact angle is determined by the 
resultant between adhesive and cohesive forces [7]. As the tendency of a drop to 
spread out over a flat, solid surface increases, the contact angle decreases. Thus, 
the contact angle provides an inverse measure of wettability.  
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Figure 2. 1 Illustration of liquid contact angle on a solid substrate 
 
Table 2.1 shows the liquid contact angles and the corresponding surface 
wettability. Contact angle less than 90° generally means that the surface is 
wettable, and the liquid can spread out over the surface. Contact angle greater 
than 90° (high contact angle) usually suggests that the surface is non-wettable 
and the liquid minimizes its contact area with the surface to form a liquid droplet. 
For water, a wettable surface is alternatively described as hydrophilic surface, 
while a non-wettable surface is described as hydrophobic surface.  
Superhydrophilic and superhydrophobic surfaces are extreme wetting and non-
wetting situations. Normally, water contact angle is less than 5° for 
superhydrophilic surfaces. Superhydrophilic materials have been applied in 
many applications, such as defogging glass, and easily swept oil spots away from 
water [8, 9]. In contrast, superhydrophobic surfaces have water contact angle 
greater than 150º [6, 10], and show a minimal contact area between the water 
droplet and the substrate. As exemplified by water strider’s legs, lotus leaf and 
many other natural materials, a superhydrophobic surfaces can have self-
cleaning and anti-sticking effects, and they can also repel water/snow/ice [11-
15].  
When the liquid is an organic solvent other than water, the terms ‘oleophilic’, 
‘superoleophilic’, ‘oleophobic’ and ‘superoleophobic’ are generally used to 
describe the wettable and non-wettable substrates.  
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Table 2. 1 Contact angle and the surface wettability 
Contact angle 
(θ) 
Degree of 
wetting 
Strength of 
solid/liquid 
interactions 
liquid/liquid 
interactions 
θ = 0 Perfect wetting Stronger Weaker 
0º < θ < 90º High wettability 
Stronger Stronger 
weaker Weaker 
90º ≤ θ ≤ 180º Low wettability weaker Stronger 
θ = 180º 
Perfect non 
wetting 
weaker stronger 
 
When the liquid volumes are added or removed from the liquid droplet, this 
droplet can spread or retract on the surface of substrate, and as such, the apparent 
contact angle is different from the equilibrium contact angle. When adding 
volume of the liquid drop dynamically to the maximum volume permitted 
without increasing the three-phase line, th 
e resulted maximum contact angle is the advancing angle (Figure 2.2a). In 
contrast, when reducing the volume of the liquid drop to the maximum volume 
that can be reduced without decreasing the three-phase line, the resulted 
measured contact angle is receding angle (Figure 2.2b). The difference between 
the advancing and receding angle is called the contact angle hysteresis [16]. The 
earliest measurement of the contact angle hysteresis was reported in 1964 by 
Johnson and Dettre [17]. 
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Figure 2. 2 Advancing and receding contact angles. 
 
Sliding angle is defined as the inclined angle between the horizontal plate and 
the substrate on which the liquid droplet with a certain weight starts to roll off 
as seen in Figure 2.3. The contact angle is insufficient for the evaluation of the 
surface wettability. A surface with a high contact angle does not always show a 
low sliding angle, for example, Murase et al. [18, 19] demonstrated that a 
fluoropolymer with a water contact angle of 117° shows a sliding angle smaller 
than poly(dimethylsiloxane) with a water contact angle of 102°. Thus, when 
liquid repellency is studied, the sliding property of the liquid droplets should be 
investigated separately from the contact angle. For example, superhydrophobic 
surface is a surface having water contact angle greater than 150° and small 
sliding angle less than 10°. 
 
Figure 2. 3 Sliding angle 
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2.1.2 Wetting on flat surface 
Wetting on flat surface is an ideal wetting that is a liquid brought on the solid 
surface which is rigid, flat, perfectly smooth, chemically homogeneous, and has 
zero contact angle hysteresis and sliding angle. Zero hysteresis determines that 
the advancing and receding contact angles are equal. That means, there is only 
one thermodynamically stable contact angle. When a liquid droplet is placed on 
such a surface, the characteristic contact angle is formed as shown in Figure 2.1. 
Thus, ideal wetting is only valid for the state in which the interfaces are not 
moving and the phase boundary line exists in equilibrium.  
Young’s equation is given to explain the ideal wettability of a solid surface with 
a water CA θ [20]: 
cos𝜃𝜃 = 𝛾𝛾𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆−𝛾𝛾𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
𝛾𝛾𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
                    (2 − 1) 
Here S, L and V refer to the substrates, the Solid, Liquid and Vapour, respectively. 
θ is the water contact angle as shown in Figure 2.4. γSV, γSL, γLV are interfacial 
surface tensions. The CA of Young’s equation is a result based on 
thermodynamic equilibrium of the surface free energy on the vapour-liquid-solid 
interphase as seen in Figure 2.4. 
 
Figure 2. 4 Surface tension forces at equilibrium equated by Young’s equation. 
 
2.1.3 Wetting on rough solids 
According to the value of the water contact angle, surface wetting properties are 
defined as superhydrophobic (CA>150°), hydrophobic (CA>90°) or hydrophilic 
(CA<90°). There are two types of CA values used in practice: static CA and 
dynamic CA. Young’s angle is just suitable for static contact angle achieved on 
a smooth surface by sessile drop measurements, therefore, Young’s equation 
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gave a very basic relationship determining the wettability of an ideal flat, smooth, 
and rigid surface, which is also not influenced by outside forces and chemically 
homogeneity. However, real surfaces do not have rigidity, flat and homogeneity, 
they always exhibit heterogeneity and roughness. Dynamic CA are obtained 
from the maximum and minimum observable CA values respectively, occurred 
at the contact line of an advancing (CA, θa) and receding (CA, θb) of a water 
droplet, and the difference between θa and θb is contact angle hysteresis (Δθ). 
The values of Δθ are commonly used to investigate the superhydrophobicity of 
surfaces. It can be lower than 10° for self-assembled monolayer treated on 
silicon. Many surfaces show very larger hysteresis due to their surface roughness 
and chemical heterogeneity [20-23]. 
The Wenzel model [24] and the Cassie-Baxter [7] models were generally used 
to describe the basic guidelines of superhydrophobicity. Surface wettability can 
be controlled by either increasing surface roughness or lowering surface free 
energy or both [25]. Wenzel’s model pointed that liquid contact follows the 
rough surface. According to the thermodynamic equilibrium, there should be a 
linear relationship between the CA and the roughness parameter, Wenzel’s CA 
equation for a rough surface is: 
cos θw = r cos θ                (2 – 2)  
Here θw is the equilibrium CA, r refers to the roughness factor, which is equal to 
the ratio of the actual surface area to the projected area of the rough surface. θ is 
the equilibrium CA of the liquid droplet on a smooth flat surface of the same 
solid material. According to the Wenzel’s model, the liquid drop can fill the 
grooves on the rough surfaces because of the complete wetting and strong 
interactions between the liquid and the solid surface [26] as seen in Figure 2.5b. 
The Cassie-Baxter equation is mostly used by many researchers to describe CA 
of droplets on the heterogeneous rough surfaces that have composite interfaces 
[27]. In the Cassie-Baxter model, the liquid forms a composite surface made of 
solid, liquid and air, and the liquid does not fill the grooves on the rough surface 
as shown in Figure 2.5c [28]. The equation below describes the apparent CA on 
a rough surface [29]: 
cosθrCB = φ1cosθ1 + φ2 cosθ2                (2 – 3) 
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where θrCB is the apparent CA at a heterogeneous rough surface composed of 
two different materials. θ1 and θ2 are the droplet CA on the two surfaces. When 
this rough surface consists of only two materials φ2 = 1- φ1. If the liquid does not 
completely wet the surface, φ2 represents the trapped air with θ2 = 180°. Equation 
(2 – 3) can be modified as: 
cosθrCB = φscosθe + φs – 1 = φs (cosθe + 1) – 1       (2 – 4) 
          φs = area in contact with liquid
Projected area                            (2 – 5) 
Where φs is the ratio of the rough surface area in contact with a liquid drop to 
the total surface covered by a liquid drop. When the surface is flat, φs = 1, which 
will result in a biggest apparent CA. However, increasing the surface roughness 
will decrease the contact surface area with liquid droplet, while increase the 
project area, so that φs is decreased according to the equation (2 – 5). When a 
liquid droplet is placed on a hierarchical surface roughness, more air can be 
trapped between the liquid and the surface, and the liquid can just touch a small 
area of the surface, the surface project area is much bigger on a hierarchical 
surface, so φs is decreased. This indicates that the higher the surface roughness, 
the smaller the φs, and smaller φs increases the surface apparent CA according 
to the equation (2 – 4).  
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Figure 2. 5 a) A liquid drop on a rough surface, b) Wenzel’s wetting model and 
b) Cassie-Baxter’s model. 
 
In summary, the Wenzel’s model points that water droplet and the rough surface 
are contacted completely at any contact point of coverage without air trapped 
between them, In Wenzel’s model, the contact area is larger between the water 
droplet and the rough surface, it is impossible for a water droplet to move across 
the surface, so a Wenzel’s surface is “sticky”. It is also difficult for a water 
droplet rolling across the rough surface. Cassie-Baxter’s model, however, notes 
that the water droplet and the rough surface are not contact completely, there are 
air pockets trapped underneath, and the surface is made “slippery” [30, 31]. 
Therefore, both Wenzel and Cassie approaches cannot be used on a rough 
surface at the same time because there is not a surface showing two different 
CAs, when there is just one water droplet stayed on it. Transition between those 
two wetting states is possible, and it has been the subject of many studies, the 
stickiness and the CA on a rough surfaces are different with the changes of the 
dimensions of surface feature such as the protrusion size, height and distribution 
[20, 32-34]. Some researchers noted that Cassie-Baxter’s state is metastable, and 
it tends to transfer into the Wenzel’s model thermodynamically. A small pressure 
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on the water droplet is applied for the transition from the Cassie to the Wenzel 
approaches, and evaporating or reducing the droplet volume can induced the 
transition also [35]. 
 
2.2 Natural and artificial superhydrophobic surfaces 
2.2.1 Natural superhydrophobic surfaces 
Biologists and scientists started the research on natural superhydrophobic 
surfaces in 1990s. There are many examples showing superhydrophobic surfaces 
in natural. Lotus leaf is a classic example among naturally showing 
superhydrophobic surfaces, it is a species which usually grows in shallow waters 
and swamps in eastern Asia and North America [12]. Lotus leaves unfold and 
stay immaculacy by the pollution even emerging from mud and muddy waters 
thus it is also a symbol of purity [36]. Furthermore, in a pond after a rainfall, 
sphere like water droplets on the lotus leaves, carrying effortlessly the 
contaminations attached on the leaves when the surface is slightly tilted, showing 
a self-cleaning function (Figure 2.6a) [37]. Figure 2.6 (b & c) show low and high 
magnification SEM images of Lotus leaf with hierarchical structures. It is 
noticed that the leaf surface is very rough with 5-10µm protrusions and valleys, 
which are covered by around 100 nm nano-meter sized particles of a 
hydrophobic material. The water CA and CA hysteresis of Lotus leaf are around 
164° and 3° respectively [38, 39]. The hydrophobicity of Lotus leaf is based on 
the epicuticula wax secreted by leaf itself [40], the CA of the epicuticula wax is 
about 110°, not highly hydrophobic, it provides a low surface free energy. It has 
been found that both epicuticula wax and surface roughness contribute to the 
superhydrophobicity of Lotus leaf [41, 42]. The contaminants collection and 
water droplets rolling off from the surface of lotus leaf is called “lotus effect”, 
namely, it has a self-cleaning ability.  
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Figure 2. 6 a) Sphere like water droplets on a non-wettable lotus leaf. b) low and 
c) high magnification SEM images of the surface structures on the lotus leaf [34, 
38]. 
 
Along with the lotus leaves, there are other natural superhydrophobic surfaces 
on the world. Rice, for example, Tara leaves have been used to demonstrate the 
self-cleaning effect in the original paper [40]. It has been observed that the 
microstructure is formed by the elliptic protrusions with average diameter of 
about 10 µm on the taro leaf, which is similar to the lotus leave as seen in Figure 
2.7 (a ~ c). The magnification images of taro leaves shown in Figure 2.7 (b’ & 
c’) show the nanoscaled pins form the hierarchical structure with the 
microsctructure. India canna leaves have been reported to be superhydrophobic 
and have binary structures (micro- and nanostructures) on the surface as shown 
in Figure 2.7 (d ~ f). Rice, the main source of food for over half of the world 
population has the very interesting phenomenon that the rice leaf is very similar 
to the lotus leaves as seen in Figure 2.7 (g & i): their surfaces have the ability to 
repel water, and water droplets cannot wet on the leave surfaces [10, 12]. It was 
reported that all the leaves showing superhydrophobic and self-cleaning 
properties possess an intrinsic hierarchical structure [43, 44]. Hierarchical 
structures provides air traps, which lead to a lower contact area of a water droplet 
applied on that, so that a reduced CA hysteresis, adhesive force and tilt angle can 
be achieved [45, 46].  
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Figure 2. 7 a) Water droplets on a taro leaf. b & c) SEM images of a taro leaf 
with different magnifications, the scale bars of b & c) are 20 µm and 5µm, 
respectively. b’ & c’) correspond to the SEM images using a critical point drying 
techniques on observing taro leaves when shrinkage is avoided, the scale bars 
are 10 µm and 2 µm. d) water droplets on an India canna leaf. e & f) show the 
SEM images of the India canna with different magnifications, the scale bars of 
e & f) are 50 µm and 1 µm, respectively. g) a water droplet on a rice leaf, h & i) 
shown the SEM images of a rice leaf with different magnifications, the scale bars 
of h & i) are 50 µm and 1 µm [47]. 
 
The typical micro-structures of superhydrophobic plants are shown in Figure 2.8. 
It can be seen that all these surfaces have two scale rough surfaces. 
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Figure 2. 8 SEM images of micro-structured water-repellent surfaces. A) 
nelumbo nucifera adaxial leaf surface, B) liriodendron chinense abaxial leaf 
surface, C) euphorbia myrsinites, D) colocasia esculenta, E) alocasia 
macrorrhiza, F) replicate of a macrorrhiza [48]. 
 
In addition to the plant leaves, a number of insects, their wings also have the 
ability to resists water to spread on their surfaces. The most representative 
example is the water strider’s legs [11]. The water striders are famous for their 
non-wetting legs that enable them to stand on water effortlessly as seen in Figure 
2.9a. It has been found that a water strider’s leg has numerous oriented needle-
shaped setae (Figure 2.9b) with their diameters ranging from 3 µm to several 
hundred nano-meters. The elaborate nanoscaled grooves are noticeable on each 
microseta as seen in Figure 2.9c, forming a hierarchical structure, which renders 
the superhydrophobicity of the water strider’s legs with assistance of the 
hydrophobic secreted wax [41]. In addition, the scales on the surfaces of 
butterfly wings have regularly arranged edges which are overlapping like roof 
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tiles (Figure 2.8 d ~ f) [49]. Each individual scales have lengths and widths range 
from 50 ~ 150 µm and 35 ~ 70 µm, respectively, while the on the long axis of 
two adjacent scales the distance between the middle points is within 100 µm. 
 
Figure 2. 9 a) A water strider is standing on water surface. b & c) SEM images 
of the water strider’s leg with different significations. d) a photo of a butterfly. e 
& f) SEM images of the butterfly wing with different significations.  
 
Besides, a variety of aquatic and semi-aquatic organisms possess structured 
surfaces which enable them to effectively retain air films while submerged in 
water [50]. Table 2.2 shows a list of different animal and plant species. 
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Table 2. 2 Naturally showing superhydrophobic surfaces 
Species Name Structure Ref 
Plant Lotus leaves hierarchical structure [51] 
Alchemilla mollis (Buser) 
Rothm. 
trichomes [52] 
Alocasia macrorrhiza (L.) G. 
Don. 
papillose [52] 
Colocasia esculenta (L.) 
Schott. 
papillose [52] 
Euphorbia myrsinites L. papillose [52] 
Liriodendron chinense 
(Hemsl.) Sarg. 
papillose [52] 
Nelumbo nucifera (Willd.) 
Pers. 
papillose [52] 
Animals water strider's leg numerous oriented 
spindly microsetae 
[53] 
Penguin feathers water repellent oil [50] 
Duck feathers multi-scale structure [54] 
Insects Butterfly wing  hierarchical structure [55] 
Cicada orni wing regularly aligned 
nanoposts 
[55] 
Fisher spider microtrichia [50] 
 
2.2.2 Superhydrophobic surface  
The study on water repellent phenomenon and related superhydrophobic 
surfaces dates back a long time ago [56, 57]. In 1907, Ollivier [58] observed a 
superhydrophobic surfaces with contact angles of almost 180º, that was coated 
with soot, arsernic trioxide and lycopodium powder. In 1923, Coghill and 
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Anderson [59] demonstrated that the surface of galena exhibited  
superhydrophobicity after a deposition of stearic acids on it, and the contact 
angle was as high as 160º 
Later on, a few empirical models were applied to describe the surface wetting 
properties, such as the well-known Wenzel [60] and Cassie-Baxter [61] models, 
which led to an understanding of the relationship between the surface roughness 
and water repellence. These models suggested that the combination of a suitable 
surface roughness and low surface energy is responsible for superhydrophobicity.  
Since Tsujii et al [6] first demonstrated biomimetic superhydrophobic surfaces 
in the mid-1990s, more attention was paid to this subject, various smart methods 
have been reported for achieving rough surfaces that exhibit 
superhydrophobicity [60], based on observations of the superhydrophobic 
phenomena of triticum plant leaves, ducks’ feathers, and insect cuticles [62, 63]. 
In 1997, Neinhuis and Barthlott [40] revealed that the epicuticula wax 
crystalloids of the plant surface contribute to the self-cleaning properties. Since 
then, the researchers have started focusing on mimicking nature 
superhydrophobic surfaces. Therefore, lots of efforts have been devoted to 
understanding the surface morphologies of different plants and animals, in order 
to fabricate similar structures artificially [55, 64] in recent years. 
Since studies on natural plant leaves and animal furs showing superhydrophobic 
properties indicate the importance of the surface morphologies for constructing 
the biomimetic superhydrophobic surfaces with hierarchical unitary structure. 
When a rough surface has a low surface free energy, it tends to have an enhanced 
hydrophobicity. Therefore, the principle to realise superhydrophobicity has been 
based on a rough surface with a low free energy. In the last decades, 
superhydrophobicity is increasingly required for high performance technical 
textiles in order to achieve effective liquid repellence, self-cleaning, uni-
directional liquid transport, stain resistance, antifogging. Many elegant methods 
have been employed to fabricate superhydrophobic surfaces on fabrics, in view 
of those methods, they are either chemical or physical methods, or a combination 
of those two. Different methods used for fabricating superhydrophobic surface 
have their advantages and limitations.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
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2.2.2.1 Chemical methods 
Typical chemical methods used for fabricating superhydrophobic surfaces 
include chemical deposition, wax solidification, phase inversion, colloidal 
assemblies, electrochemical methods, hydrothermal synthesis, layer-by-layer 
deposition and sol-gel processing methods. 
 Chemical deposition 
Chemical deposition can be subdivided into two categories: chemical solution 
deposition (CSD) and chemical vapor deposition (CVD). In CSD process, the 
materials being deposited are applied in a liquid solution form; Substrates here 
act as a physical support and no chemical or physical reaction; Deposition is 
carried out at temperature lower than 100°С and typically normal pressures. For 
comparison, in CVD process, the materials being deposited are applied in a 
vapor form; Chemical reaction is carried out through the deposition process on 
the substrate surfaces; Deposition is achieved at the temperature higher than 
100°С and low/high pressures. 
Ma et al [65] reported a versatile two step method to prepare superhydrophobic 
fabrics by the combination of electrospinning and chemical vapor deposition 
techniques. First, poly(caprolactone) was electrospun to a nanofiber mats, 
secondly, an initiated chemical vapor deposition was applied to reduce surface 
energy by coating the nanofiber mats with a thin layer of hydrophobic 
polymerized perfluoroalkyl ethyl methacrylate. The hierarchical surface 
roughness inherent in the PCL electrospun fabric and the low surface free energy 
of the coating layer rendered by CVD achieved a stable superhydrophobic 
surface with a contact angle as high as 175° and slow sliding angle of 2.5°. 
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Figure 2. 10 a) Typical SEM images of the PCL electrospun mats (scale bar = 
10 µm), b) Water contact angles of PPFEMA coated PCL mats, from right to left 
in the insert are representative water droplet images on samples F1, F4, F6, B1, 
B3 and B5, and the corresponding contact angles are 151°, 154°, 156°, 163°, 172° 
and 175°, respectively [65]. 
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 Wax solidification 
Wax solidification was firstly applied by Onda et al [5, 6] to produce a fractal 
superhydrophobic surface. This method is very simple, a glass plate is immersed 
into melted alkylketene dimer (AKD) heated at 90°С, and then cooled at ambient 
temperature at an atmosphere of dry N2 gas. AKD turns to fractal growth with 
its solidification. AKD is a kind of wax and it naturally tends to fractal structure 
on its surface with the solidification from the melt. The CA of AKD itself is 
about 109°, it is hydrophobic. The fractal surface renders the surface wettability 
from hydrophobic to superhydrophobic with water CA greater than 170°. 
 Phase inversion 
Phase inversion (phase separation) as known is a phenomenon occurred in 
blended polymer due to different viscosity of the two phases which leads to 
different flow behaviours[66]. This method has been widely applied to produce 
porous polymeric films which have been developed for a variety of industrial 
applications such as microfiltration[67], ultrafiltration[68, 69], reverse osmosis, 
forward osmosis[70], separators for batteries[71] and sea water desalination [72]. 
There are four main techniques for the production of polymeric membranes 
using controlled phase inversion methods[68]: Thermally induced phase 
inversion; Air casting of a polymer solution; Precipitation from the vapour phase; 
Immersion precipitation.  
M.Khayet et al[73] prepared flat-sheet poly(vinylidene fluoride-co-
hexafluoropylene) PVDF-HFP membranes using phase inversion approach 
based on fractional factorial design. PVDF-HFP is used here and N,N-dimethyl 
acetamide (DMAC) is the solvent with polyethylene glycol (PEG) as the 
addictive. PVDF-HFP was first added to the solution of mixed PEG/DMAC, and 
then this polymer solution was cast on a glass plate, the final membrane was 
prepared by immersing the casted film into the non-solvent water coagulation 
baths at a certain temperature. The membranes were also tested for desalination 
by direct contact membrane distillation (DCMD), the permeate flux is as high as 
4.41 L/h m2, indicated that this membrane presents the best DCMS performance 
so far. 
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Recently, Kim et al [71] reported a novel approach to prepare a multi-scale pore 
structure in a nonwoven fabric film using a controlled phase inversion method 
for application as separator in Li-ion batteries in order to enhance the 
charge/discharge performance, cycle performance, and dimensional stability, 
and also to improve the safety of reinforced Li-ion batteries.  They found that 
PVDF-HFP polymers with different composition of HFP have different phase 
inversion behaviour when they are coated on a nonwoven substrate, so that, a 
separator with multi-scale pore structure can be produce by controlling the ratio 
of HFP to PVDF-HPF and good/poor solvent mixture as seen in Figure 2.11b. 
 
Figure 2. 11 a) A schematic diagram of the proposed separator produced by the 
controlled phase inversion method, pore structure with a good phase inversion 
(black, PVDF-HFP A) and pore structure with poor phase inversion (gray, 
PVDF-HFP B), bottom fiture shows proposed combined pore structure from the 
mixing of PVDF-HFP A and PVDF-HFP B, b) SEM images of the surfaces of : 
A) nonwoven matrix, B) PVDF A/PVDF B (10/0 by weight), C) PVDF A/PVDF 
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B (0/10 by weight), D) PVDF A/PVDF B (9/1 by weight), E) PVDF A/PVDF B 
(7/3 by weight), F) PVDF A/PVDF B (5/5 by weight) [71]. 
 
 Colloidal assemblies 
Colloidal self-assembly is an easy, fast and cost effective technique to compare 
with other various methodologies in fabricating superhydrophobic coatings with 
hierarchical structures on substrates surfaces[74]. Yang et al[75] fabricated a 
superhydrophobic surface assembled with hierarchical colloidal arrays. Non-
close-packed colloidal multi-layers were first prepared by a simple spin-coating 
method, uniform silica nanoparticles were then assembled on the NCP 
microsphere arrays with second spin-coating as shown in Figure 2.12. The water 
CA of the resulting hierarchical superhydrophobic surface is 159° with CA 
hysteresis 4.7°.  
 
Figure 2.12 Schematic illustration of the procedure for creating 
superhydrophobic binary colloidal arrays. 
 
 Electrochemical methods 
Electrochemical methods have been widely applied to fabricate hierarchical 
structures assembled by nanoparticles, nanorods, nanobelts, nanocrystals in 
order to produce superhydrophobic surfaces [76]. Zhang et al [77] demonstrated 
that the surface coated with dendritic gold clusters formed by electrochemical 
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deposition on an indium tin oxide (ITO) modified with a polyelectrolyte 
multilayer exhibits superhydrophobicity after further combined LbL self-
assembly technique controlling the morphology of gold clusters on the surface. 
It has been found that most of electrochemical methods are synthesized based on 
organic additives or surfactants [78] and others are of templates [79]. However, 
using surfactants or additives may be influenced by heterogeneous impurities, 
and the use of templates may complicate the synthetic procedure and also limit 
the synthesis of hierarchical scale at which a micro-/nano-material can be 
processed [80, 81]. To avoid the problems above, Wang et al [76] introduced a 
simple templateless, surfactantless electrochemical method to directly produce 
hierarchal flower-like gold microstructures (HFGMs) on the surface of ITO 
substrate as shown in Figure 2.13. This surface covered with HFGMs aggregate 
presented superhydrophobic properties with water CA as high as 154°. This 
approach can also be readily used to synthesis other nano-structures of metals 
for generating some interesting materials. 
 
Figure 2. 13 SEM images of HFGMs coated on ITO substrate at low (A) and 
high (B) magnifications respectively. 
 
 Hydrothermal synthesis 
Hydrothermal synthesis is a well-known pathway for the preparing nano/micro- 
structured materials. It can be defined as a synthesis method for growing single 
crystals that depends on the minerals solubility in hot water under high pressure. 
The crystal growth is achieved in an apparatus containing steel pressure vessel 
with nutrient suppling with water. This method is also suitable for controlling 
the growth of large good quality crystals over their composition. However, it is 
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expensive and very difficult to observe the growth process of the crystals[82]. 
Chen et al [83] presented a facile approach to fabricate NiAL-Layed double 
hydroxide (LDH) films using porous anodic alumina/aluminium as both 
substrates. In this process, the thin films covered with oriented and curved 
hexagonal microstructures can be easily prepared at low temperature without 
using specialized and expensive equipments. After further superhydrophobic 
treatment with a sodium laurate solution, the LDH films present significant 
superhydrophobicity with water CA higher as 166°. 
 
 Layer-by-layer assembly method 
Layer-by-layer self-assembly technique is first created by Decher and Hong [77, 
84], it has been proved to be a versatile approach to assemble layered aggregates 
with tailored composition and architecture. LbL assembling technique research 
has extended from laboratory to commercial production. Zhang et al [77] has 
proved that a film prepared by LbL method can be used as a good matrix for the 
electrochemical deposition of gold clusters, which can lead to the preparation of 
superhydrophobic surface by further chemical modification.  
Besides, Yan et al [85] fabricated superhydrophobic surface with hierarchical 
structure by LbL assembly of silica nanoparticles combined with 
fluoroalkylsilane treatment on a microsphere patterned substrate. Microsphere 
patterned polyimide precursor film was prepared first as shown in Figure 2.14a, 
polyelectrolytes/silica nanoparticles were then assembled LbL to form 
hierarchical multi-layers shown in Figure 2.14b. This hierarchical surface 
exhibits superhydrophobic property with a static water CA as high as 160° and 
sliding angle of less than 10°, mimicking lotus leaf surface. This surface also has 
a good mechanical durability due to the integrated microspheres with substrate 
and heat induced chemical bonding. 
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Figure 2. 14 a) Schematic illustration for the preparation of microsphere 
patterned polyimide film, b) SEM images of films fabricated on polyimide 
substrates by LbL assembly method: 1) n=1, 2) n=3, 2) n=5, 4) n=7 [85] (n is the 
number of layer). 
 
Later on, they produced superhydrophobic cotton fabrics prepared by two-step 
dip coating method. In the first, silica nanoparticle with highly photoreactive 
phenyl azido groups used as negatively charged building block was coated on 
cotton fabrics using LbL electrostatic assembly method. The results show that 
the stability of the coating film was greatly improve after UV irradiation. 
Combined with fluoroalkylsilane post treatment, the photoreactive LbL 
multilayers were applied as a coating of superhydrophobic modification on 
cotton fabrics. The coated cotton fabric showed highly water repellence and 
stability against acids, bases, and organic solvents, as well as reasonable wash 
durability. 
 
Figure 2. 15 a) The UV cross-linking of the multilayers of negatively charged 
silica nanoparticles on cotton fabric, b) Series of frames taken from a high-speed 
digital camera showing the bouncing of a water droplet falling from 5 cm height 
on a coated superhydrophobic cotton fabric. 
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 Sol-gel processing methods 
In 1960s, the sol-gel method was developed in order to meet the new synthesis 
approaches in the nuclear industry. The sol-gel process can be described as the 
formation of an oxide network through poly-condensation reactions of a 
molecular precursor in a liquid. A sol is typically a stable suspension with 
colloidal particles or polymers in it. Gels are three dimensional networks. They 
are a combination of agglomerated colloidal particles with liquid. These particles 
interact typically through either van der Waals forces or hydrogen bonds [86]. 
Sol-gel technique has been widely used for the fabrication superhydrophobic 
surfaces [87-91]. Kazutaka et al [92] developed hydrophobic glass coated with 
FAS and PDMS for automotive use by sol-gel method. They found that the water 
repellent property of surface coated with FAS was better than that with PDMS, 
whereas the surface sliding property of FAS coating was inferior to that of 
PDMS coating. Hong et al [93] developed a simple superhydrophobic coating 
solution using sol-gel method, which can be used to create superhydrophobic 
surface on various substrates including textile fabrics, electrospun nanofiber 
mats, filter papers, glass and silicon wafers via just one-step coating process, the 
coating procedure is shown in Figure 2.16. The water CA of those coated 
surfaces is higher than 170° with sliding angle less than 10°. So far, this is a 
simplest method to produce superhydrophobic surfaces which exhibit higher 
superhydrophobicity than that of surfaces treated by other methods. 
 
Figure 2. 16 Scheme of superhydrophobic coating procedure. 
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2.2.2.2 Physical methods 
The main physical approaches to fabricate superhydrophobic surfaces on 
materials and devices include template, electrospinning, plasma, lithography 
techniques. The roughened surfaces are sometimes then treated with materials 
of low free energy to create superhydrophobic surfaces with combined 
roughness and free energy. 
 Template approach 
Some membranes with pores of various diameters can present as templates for 
the preparation of patterned array structures. Yao et al [94] successfully 
fabricated a dendritic micro-porous hierarchical structures with nano-structured 
porosity on copper foils and copper wires as shown in Figure 2.16. After the 
further treatment with alkylthiols the surfaces show superhydrophobicity. The 
dynamic stability of superhydrophobic surfaces was also investigated; it is 
helpful for understanding the relationship of surface wetting property and 
dynamic water impacts of water surface. 
 
Figure 2. 17 SEM images of topographical evolution of copper clusters 
deposited on copper wires with the increasing reaction time with bottom line 
showed big magnification of the first line. R1: 2s, R2: 4s, R3: 6s, R4: 8s, R5: 
10s.  
 
 Electrospinning approach 
Electrospinning is a simple and effective technique to produce continuous 
polymeric nanofibers. This technique has been used to produce fibrous polymer 
mats with enhancing surface properties. Electrospinning uses a high electric field 
to produce fibers from polymeric materials [95], it has become a popular 
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technique to fabricate continuous ultrathin fibers with nano-meter diameters and 
porous nanofiber matrix, which are useful for the preparation of 
superhydrophobic surfaces[96-99]. Polystyrene (PS) is a common polymer that 
has been used for electrospinning by many groups to produce superhydrophobic 
surfaces. Jiang et al [100] first demonstrated that electrospinning nano-fibrous 
film from PS solution in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) showed a water CA as 
139° increased from 95° for just a smooth PS film. By adjusting the 
concentration of the polymer solution, they produced electrospinning PS film 
containing micro- sized particles embedded within the fibrous matrix that 
presented superhydrophobicity with water CA as high as 160°. 
Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) is also a well-known hydrophobic polymer, 
which possesses even higher water repellency than PS. Swat et al [101] 
demonstrated that it is possible to make organic-inorganic polymer fibers from 
copolymer of PMMA and PDMS solution using electrospinning technique. The 
fiber morphology and the surface energy were dramatic affected by the contents 
of PDMS. The produced electrospun film showed superhydrophobic properties.  
Xue et al [102]firstly reported the electrospinning of a POSS-PMMA copolymer 
into uniform fibers that can form a highly superhydrophobic film with a water 
contact angle higher than 160° and a very low hysteresis. This bead-free 
electrospun fibers showed a nano-fibrillated structure. 
 
 Plasma approach 
Plasma method is an easy way to produce superhydrophobic surfaces. It can 
provide surface roughness and low surface energy to the as prepared materials. 
Washo et al [103] first fabricated superhydrophobic surfaces on the as-prepared 
substrate comprised of PTFE coating using plasma polymer vapor method. After 
that, many works were reported to prepare superhydrophobic surfaces by 
fluorinated polymer coatings using plasma treatment [104-106]. Plasma is 
therefore a good way to fabricate superhydrophobic surfaces with specific 
optical functions just because it is very easy to turn the surfaces more roughness 
if using plasma treatment. 
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Shin et al [107] prepared a superhydrophobic nonwoven 
polyethyleneterephthalate fabrics, the nonwoven fabrics were firstly 
nanotextured with oxygen plasma and followed by coating with a low surface 
energy nanofilm as shown in Figure 2.17. The fabric surface exhibited a high 
contact angle of 160° and low contact angle hysteresis of less than 10° with a 
millimetre sized water drop, in addition, the treated nonwoven fabrics have 
effectively suppresses vapor condensation and repels condensed water droplets. 
 
Figure 2. 18 a) A schematic of nano-texturing and hydrophobic coating on NWF 
using plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition, b) SEM images of a surface 
morphology of a nanotextured nonwoven fabric etched by oxygen plasma for 60 
min. 
 
 Lithography approach 
Many patterned micro- and nano-structured surfaces have been developed by 
lithography methods, which include photolithography, electron beam 
lithography, nano-imprinting, X-ray lithography, dip-pen nanolithography and 
so on [88]. Öner et al [108] fabricated superhydrophobic surfaces by 
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hydrophobizing the silicon wafer using silanization chemistry after transferred 
the patterns of masks onto silicon wafers.  Zhang et al [88] introduced the results 
of their research group to pattern colloidal crystals and related nano-structure 
arrays employing soft lithography approaches. For example, superhydrophobic 
PDMS films can be achieved by single layer hierarchical structures and then 
coated with Ag nano-particles as shown in Figure 2.19 (a & b). It is very easy to 
transfer these films to other surfaces, they work as superhydrophobic coatings. 
Fabricating ordered colloidal crystals on the surface of PDMS stamp, the 
superhydrophobic surfaces can be produced by transferring the microspheres 
from PDMS stamp onto the solid substrates by micro-contact printing of 
colloidal crystals based on the lift-up soft lithography method Figure 2.19c. 
 
Figure 2. 19 a & b) Scheme for patterning colloidal crystals by lift-up soft 
lithography. c) Scheme for inking of colloidal crystals by micro-contact printing 
of colloidal crystals. 
 
2.2.2.3 Multifunctional superhydrophobic surfaces and applications 
With more and more attentions on the fabrication of the superhydrophobic 
surfaces, researchers are not only satisfying with the preparation and the contact 
model of the superhydrophobic surface, but related properties and the 
applications of the superhydrophobic surfaces as well. With the improvement of 
the surface roughness, however, the surfaces may lose some important properties, 
such as mechanical property, optical transparency and durability of the materials. 
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These drawbacks will limit the widespread application of the superhydrophobic 
surface largely. Thus, in recent years, an increasing numbers of groups have 
devoted to the fabrication of the multi-functional superhydrophobic surfaces. 
 
 Transparent and superhydrophobic coating 
The optical transparency is a very special and important criterion for many 
devices, such as glasses, optical lenses and car windscreens. Producing 
transparent superhydrophobic surface has attracted considerable interest for 
many researchers. However, transparency and hydrophobicity are two 
contradictory surface properties. Increasing the surface roughness results in the 
hydrophobicity, while the transparency decreases due to the light scattering 
losses. Some approaches have been reported to meet the requirements of those 
two key factors. Xu et al [109] fabricated a highly transparent superhydrophobic 
coating from sol-gel of 3-Aminopropytriethoxysilane (APTS)-modified hollow 
silica nanoparticles on glass substrates, followed by thermal annealing and 
chemical vapor deposition with 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyltrimethoxysilane 
(POTS). The highest transmittance of the coated slide glass reached as high as 
92% with a water contact angle (WCA) of 146º and sliding angle (SA) less than 
6º. Moreover, a coating showing both excellent transparency (90.2%) and 
superhydrophobicity (with CA of 150º and SA of 4º) can be achieved through 
regulating the concentration of APAS and the withdrawing speed of dip-coating. 
 
Figure 2. 20 Photographic image of a glass substrate coated with a transparent, 
superhydrophobic layer. 
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 Superhydrophobic materials with oil/water separation property 
With the increase in environmental pollution accompanying the development of 
industry, there is a growing demand for functional membranes in the fields of 
oil/water separation, removing heavy metal ions in water, and oil spill clean-up 
[110]. Various oil/water separation materials have been developed, however, 
there are still limitations such as in high cost, complicated fabrication procedures, 
low stability and flexibility. It is necessary to find simple methods to overcome 
these limitations. Zhang et al [110] reported a simple, versatile and inexpensive 
one-step method to produce superhydrophobic and superoleophilic polyester 
textile through chemical vapor deposition (CVD) of trichloromethylsilane 
(TCMS). The treated textile was used for oil/water separation and selective oil 
absorption. The combination of superwetting properties and excellent properties 
of textiles make them excellent materials for oil/water separation. 
 
Figure 2. 21 (a) Simple experimental setup for oil/water separation, b) collected 
oil in a test tube containing 0.1 M AgNO3 aqueous solution, and c) a drop of 0.1 
M HCl aqueous solution was added into (b). Oil was colored with Oil Red O. 
Water and HCl aqueous solutions were colored with methylene blue. 
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 Thermally switchable wettability 
Thermally tunable wettability has attracted a lot of interests in recent years. A 
thermal-responsive, switchable, superhydrophobic/hydrophilic transition at the 
water/solid interface has promising uses in many areas such as micro fluidics, 
control of bio-relevant adhesion and under water antifouling. Many approaches 
have been explored to fabricate thermal-responsive surface. Muthiah et al [111] 
reported on electrospun fiber mats having thermal tuneable wettability using 
polystyrene (PS)/poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPA) blended (bl-PS) and 
crosslinked poly[(N-isopropylacrylamide)-co-(methacrylic acid) (PNIPAMAA) 
(xl-NIPAMAA) as thermal responsive materials. Both the bl-PS/PNIPA and xl-
PNIPAMAA fiber mats showed reversible switch ability of surface wettability. 
bl-PS/PNIPA fiber mat was more sensitive to extreme wettability (0º to 150º). 
Xl-PNIPAMAA fiber mat, however, was found to have a stronger structural 
integrity than bl-PS/PNIPA fiber mats. It was indicated  that bl-PS/PNIPA fiber 
mats may be suitable for applications where strong reversible extreme 
wettability are required for just a few cycle, while Xl-PNIPAMAA fiber may be 
more suitable for applications with more cycles while less strong reversible 
extreme wettability properties are required. 
 
Figure 2. 22 Digital photographic images of dye solution placed on (a) bl-
PS/PNIPA fiber mat and (b) xl-PNIPAMAA fiber mat showing reversible 
extreme wettability properties.  
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 Superhydrophobic surfaces with high electrical conductivity 
Electrical conductivity is a very important property that is required in many 
electric devices, such as field effect transistors, light emitting, and thin film 
transistors. The superhydrophobic surfaces prepared with conducting material 
would be very useful and vital in areas, such as biotechnology, corrosion 
protection, anti-statics, conductive textiles and antifouling coatings. Wang et al 
[112] fabricated a patternable, electrically conductive 
superhydrophobic/superoleophobic coating on fabrics through a simple one-step  
vapour-phase polymerisation reaction in the presence of a fluorinated alkyl 
silane (FAS) as seen in Figure 2.23.  
 
Figure 2. 23 Procedure for making PPy–FAS patterns on fabrics, (b) examples 
of PPy–FAS patterns, (c) a letter PPy–FAS pattern, (d) a simple PPy–FAS circuit 
for lighting a LED device, with coloured water (green) and hexadecane (red) 
droplets on the working PPy–FAS surface. 
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 Superhydrophobic surfaces with icephobic/anti-icing properties 
It is well known that hydrophobicity and icephobicity properties favour cold 
environment devices [113], such as aerofoils, power towers, ships, radars, and 
even pipes of air-conditioners of refrigerators. Once ice forms on the devices, 
they may fail to work normally or may even be damaged. It was found that 
creating a hierarchical surface with a low contact angle hysteresis can 
significantly reduce ice adhesion [114]. Alternatively, creating an extremely 
smooth hydrophobic surface can be another strategy to reduce contact angle 
hysteresis and delay frost formation while also reducing ice adhesion [115]. Guo 
et al [116] designed a robust anti-icing and icephobic surfaces that is composed 
of cooperative micro/nano(MN)-structures rather than that of individual 
nanostructures or microstructures, or smooth. The MN-surfaces was reported to 
withstand ice formation for about 7200 s at a sub-zero temperature of -10 ºC. 
 
Figure 2. 24 Photographs on the micro/nano structure, nano-structure, micro-
structure, and smooth surfaces arranged from left to right. The drops (7 µL) are 
placed onto the surfaces at a temperature of -10 ºC. All drops are initially 
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transparent (Frame 1). After DT of 30.5 s, a drop becomes non-transparent on 
the micro-surface (Frame 2). After a DT of of 1260 s, two drops are non-
transparent, on the micro- and smooth-surface, respectively (Frame 3). After a 
DT of about 1740 s, another drop is also non-transparent on the nano-surface. 
Large ice crystals surrounding the boundary of the surface appear on the micro- 
and smooth-surfaces. But a drop is still transparent on the micro/nano-surface, 
and some water-condensed drops appear on the micro/nano-surface (Frame 4). 
After a DT of 7000 s, the drop is still transparent on the micro/nano-surface 
(Frame 5). At a DT of 7220 s, the drop is then completely non-transparent on the 
MN-surface (Frame 6).  
 
 Surface with switchable wettability 
A surface having tuneable wettability combines the attributes of both 
hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces. This surface can be potentially used in 
microfluidic pumps, drug delivery systems, and protein concentrators. The 
surface wettability changing is usually caused by a change in surface 
functionality, through changes in surface chemistry, PH value, mechanical stress, 
or temperature. Some examples of tuneable wettability are listed in Table 2.3. 
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Table 2. 3 Materials with tuneable wettability achieved by different triggers 
Trigger Materials 
Range of 
water contact 
angle (º) 
Ref. 
Chemical 
Gold surface 
Porous polypyrrole 
 [117] 
PH value 
Poly(N-isopropyl 
acrylamide-co-acrylic 
acid) 
150 ↔12 [118] 
Mechanical 
stress 
Triangular net-like 
structure 
Composed of fibers 
145 ↔ 30 
150 ↔ 1.2 
[119] 
UV-irradiation Weave fabrics 165 ↔ 0 [111, 120] 
Temperature 
Poly(N-
isopropylacrylamide) 
150 ↔ 0 [111] 
 
2.3 Superoleophobic/superamphiphobic surface 
Superoleophobic surfaces are defined as surfaces showing contact angle greater 
than 150° and small sliding angle less than 10° to oil fluids. Such surfaces are of 
interest in self-cleaning, stain resistance clothing, non-fouling and spill-resistant 
protective wear, drag reduction, microrobots for aqueous and chemical 
environments and icephobicity [121, 122]. When fabrics have a superoleophobic 
surfaces, they are also super-repellent to water, and meanwhile breathable to air 
and moisture. They are useful for the development of protective clothing, besides 
the potential applications in the aforementioned fields. However, fabricating 
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superoleophobic surfaces has been more difficult than creating 
superhydrophobic surfaces because of the lower surface tension of oil fluids such 
as decane (γ = 23.8 mN/m) or octane (γ = 21.6 mN/m). For comparison, water 
surface tension is 72.1 mN/m. 
 
2.3.1 Fabrication of superoleophobic fabrics 
Many types of superoleophobic surfaces have been created by researchers in 
recent years. Choi et al [123] reported a simple superoleophobic coating process 
that can provide a flexible and conformal coating with extremely low surface 
energy fluorodecyl POSS molecules on any surface as seen in Figure 2.25 (a ~ 
d). The cooperation of the roughness of the substrates, and the low surface 
energy of fluorodecyl POSS molecules renders the coated surface with high 
repellency to very low surface tension liquids, such as octane and methanol 
(Figure 2.25e). Moreover, the coated fabrics can selectively show between 
super-wetting and super-repellent to a wide range of polar and nonpolar liquids 
as shown in Figure 2.25 (f ~ i). 
 
Figure 2. 25 a) SEM image of the surface morphology of a lotus leaf, the insert 
picture shows the droplets of rapeseed oil wetting the surface of the lotus leaf, b) 
SEM image of the surface of a lotus leaf after the dip-coating process, the insert 
picture shows the sphere like droplets of  the rapeseed oil on the coated lotus 
leaf, c) SEM image of the polyester fabric, in spite of the presence of the re-
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entrant curvature, hexadecane can sassily wet the fabric surface (insert), d) SEM 
image of the coated fabric, the insert image shows the elemental mapping of 
fluorine obtained using EDAXS, e) super-repellency of a coated polyester fabric 
against various polar and nonpolar liquids, f ~ i) sequential wetting of four alkane 
droplets on the coated fabric, a) the alkane droplets on the un-stretched, coated 
fabric surface, g) same droplets on 15% strain stretched coated fabric,  h) same 
droplets on 30% strain stretched fabric, and i) the droplets on the 70% strain 
stretched coated polyester fabric. 
 
Leng et al [124] prepared hierarchically textured cotton fabrics that were firstly 
coated with positively charged silica microparticles and then with negatively 
charged silica nanoparticles. The microparticle silica were covalently attached 
to the substrate by an in situ StÖber reaction, while the silica nanoparticles 
adsorbed on the surface of the silica microparticles via electrostatic interaction 
as seen in Figure 2.26a. Upon silanization with perfluorodecyl trichlorosilane, 
the surfaces displayed a static contact angle as high as 152° and a sliding angle 
as low as 9° with 20 µL hexadecane droplets (Figure 2.26b). 
 
Figure 2. 26 a) A schematic illustrating the procedure for preparing a surface 
with multi-scale roughness on the surface of cotton fabrics, b) An SEM image 
of the cotton fabric with multi-scale roughness. The insert pictures show water 
droplets and hexadecane displaying very high contact angles on the 
corresponding fluorinated surface. 
 
Recently, Xiong et al [125] reported a superoleophobic cotton fabric using only 
a diblock copolymer consisting of a sol-gel forming block and a fluorinated 
block. This polymer was targeted because the PIPSMA block hydrolyzed to 
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yield silanol groups that can condense with the cotton surface hydroxyl groups 
and with one another, thus yielding a cross-linked covalently grafted layer 
around the cotton fibers. The superoleophobic surface is obtained due to the 
exposure of the PFOEMA block to the surface. This coating procedure is very 
simple without micro or nano structures, after coating treatment, the cotton fabric 
showed highly oil- and water-repellent. 
 
Figure 2. 27 a) Chemical structure of the polymer PIPSMA-b-PFOEMA, b) 
Images of droplets of different liquid on cotton fabrics that were coated under 
standard conditions.  
 
2.4 Self-healing super-liquid repellent surfaces 
Despite the significant progress in developing superamphiphobic surfaces, 
challenges still remain in making a surface superphobic to fluids with a surface 
tension below 35 mN/m.[15, 126-128] Most liquid-repellent surfaces are low in 
durability and mechanical robustness.[4] To improve the durability, several 
strategies have been developed, such as crosslinking the coating layer,[129-131] 
creating multi-scaled roughness on the substrate,[132] establishing chemical 
bonds between coating and substrate,[133, 134] introducing a bio-inspired self-
healing function,[135, 136] or endowing the coating with an elastomeric 
nanocomposite structure.[137] Self-healing is defined as the ability of a material 
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or surface to repair (heal/recover) damages automatically or autonomously. Thus, 
self-healing is of particular interest to improving durability because of the 
regenerating ability against chemical or physical damages.  
The first self-healing materials was reported in 2001 by White and his 
collaborators [138]. Microcapsules filled with a monomer release their content 
after mechanical damage, afterwards the monomer polymerises in the crack 
plane with the help of a catalyst, which results in a rebinding of the crack faces 
(Figure 2.28). 
 
Figure 2. 28 Self-healing with the help of microcapsules [138]. 
 
Cross-linking is an irreversible process. Polymeric material with cross-link is 
performed to achieve superior mechanical properties, such as high modulus, 
solvent resistance, and high fracture strength. However, reversible cross-linking 
system does not have self-healing ability on its own right. An external trigger 
(photo, thermal, chemical activation) is required to get reversibility, and the self-
healing ability. 
Chung et al [139] reported a light-induced crack healing. Photochemical 
cycloaddition of cinnamoyl groups was chosen as a healing reaction in this work 
to obtain self-healing properties. Photo-cross-linkable cinnamate monomer, 
1,1,1-tris(cinnamoyloxymethyl)ethane (TCE), was used for their study. The 
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photocycloaddition and recycloaddition of cinnamoyl groups are schematically 
(Figure2.29). 
 
Figure 2. 29 Schematic illustration of the healing concept on molecular level 
[139]. 
 
Some studies have indicated that nanoparticle polymer composite can segregate 
into cracks because of the polymer induced depletion attraction between the 
nanoparticles and the surface [140, 141]. The morphology obtained from the 
molecular dynamics simulations was applied in a lattice spring model in order 
to demonstrate the self-healing efficiency. There are twofold benefits of 
incorporating nanoparticles into polymeric system: increasing the system 
mechanical strength and the segregation to the crack surface.  
 
Self-healing superhydrophobic or superamphiphobic coatings have been 
reported [120, 135]. Li et al reported a self-healing superhydrophobic coating 
that was prepared by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) of fluoroalkyl silane on 
a layer-by-layer assembled porous surface, and self-healing was derived from 
the reacted fluoroalkyl silane embedded in the rigidly flexible coating layer 
(Figure 2.30) [135].  
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Figure 2. 30 a) Working principle of self-healing superhydrophobic coatings: 1) 
the porous polymer coating with micro- and nano-scaled hierarchical structures 
can preserve an abundance of healing agent units of reacted fluoroalkylsilane; 2) 
the top fluoroalkylsilane layer is decomposed and the coating loses its 
superhydrophobicity; 3) the preserved healing agents can migrate to the coating 
surface and heal the superhydrophobicity. b) Chemical structure of sulfonated 
poly-(ether ketone) [142]. 
 
Self-healing superhydrophobic or superamphiphobic coatings on hard substrates 
have been reported a lot in the last decates, however, developping self-healing 
superoleophobic/superamphiphobic fabrics have been a challenge. 
Wang et al [120] prepared a durable superhydrophobic and superoleophobic 
fabrics through coating a hydrolysis product of fluorinated-decyl polyhedral 
oligomeric silsesquioxane and a fluorinated alkyl silane. The coating exhibited 
self-healing ability against chemical damages (e.g plasma treatment) (Figure 
2.31a). In addition, the coating is durable and can withstand many harsh 
treatments such as acid, UV light, machine wash, and abrasion (Figure 2.31 b ~ 
e). 
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Figure 2. 31 a) (top) photo of colored water (yellow), hexadecane (red), and 
tetradecane (blue) on the FD-POSS/FAS treated polyester fabric, (middle) photo 
of colored liquids on the coated fabric after plasma treatment, (bottom) photo of 
colored liquids on the coated fabric after 100 cycles of plasma-heat treatments; 
b) photos of FD-POSS/FAS coated polyester fabric, 1) after 24 hours immersing 
in KOH solution (PH=14) and 2) the immersed fabric after rinsing with water 
and heating at 135°C for 3 minutes; c) photos of FD-POSS/FAS coated polyester 
fabric before and after 24 hours immersion in H2SO4 solution (PH=1) and 
rinsing with water and drying in air at room temperature; d) CA of the FD-
POSS/FAS coated polyester fabric before and after 200 cycles of machine wash; 
e) CA changes depending on the abrasion cycles. 
 
Later on, Wang et al [143] prepared a robust superamphiphobic fabric with 
electrical conductivity using vapour-phase polymerisation of 3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene on fabric in the presence of fluorinated decyl polyhedral 
oligomeric silsesquioxane and fluorinated alkyl silane (Figure 2.32 a & b). The 
incorporation of FD-POSS and FAS into the coating layer during the 
polymerisation process endowed the coating with durable superamphiphobicity. 
After treatment, the fabric was highly superphobic to liquids with surface tension 
greater than 27.5 mN/m (Figure 2.32 e ~ g). FD-POSS was reported to contribute 
to not only a lower surface energy, but also improving the durability. The coated 
fabric can withstand at least 500 cycles of machine wash and 10,000 cycles of 
abrasion without losing the superamphiphobicity.  
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Figure 2. 32 a) Chemical structures of FD-POSS, FAS and EDOT, b) illustration 
of vapour-phase polymerisation to form PEDOT/FD-POSS/FAS coating on 
fabrics, c) photo of polyester fabric before and after the coating treatment, d) 
SEM image of the fabric after coating with PEDOT/FD-POSS/FAS, e) contact 
angle change with time for the coated and un-coated fabric, f) yellow water and 
clear hexadecane droplets on the PEDOT/FD-POSS/FAS coated fabric, g) 
dependency of the contact angle on the surface tension of liquids [143]. 
 
Recently, Wang et al [144] reported that a fabric after two-step coating with 
modified silica nanoparticles and tridecafluorooctyl triethoxysilane/ fluorinated 
decyl polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane shows self-healing 
superamphiphobicity to both physical and chemical damages. Here, the presence 
of nanoparticles in the coating exceptionally improved the liquid repellency of 
the coating. The coated fabric showed CA of 171°, 157° and 151° to water, 
hexadecane and ethanol, respectively. The SA increased with the fluids having 
lower surface tension, the SA is under 5° to water. The coating has self-healing 
ability against both physical and chemical demages, as the damaged coating can 
be easily self-healed by heating treatment, as seen in Figure 2.33b.  
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Figure 2. 33 a) Chemical structures of coating materials and procedure for the 
coating treatment, b) Dependency of the contact angles of water, hexadecane and 
ethanol droplets on the coated fabrics [144]. 
 
 Applications of self-healing materials   
The lifetime and the reliability of the materials and devices having a self-healing 
property can be expanded significantly, because these self-healing ability allows 
recovery of the damage. If damage is caused by manufacturing or during 
applications, the lifespan and reliability can be significantly increased and the 
costs could be down drastically. In addition, the lifetime extension of critical 
components, for example alternative energy production such as solar heat, 
photovoltaic and wind energy, in medical implants or novel lighting applications 
will contribute to optimize economic efficiency significantly. Optimized 
lightweight construction combined with a high structural reliability in aircraft 
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and automotive engineering can reduce costs and environmental burden as well 
[145].   
Some applications that have been developed to date are mainly in the automotive, 
aerospace, and building industries. For example, Nissan Motor Co. Ltd has 
developed world’s first self-healing clear coating for car surfaces [146]. The 
trade name of this product is “Scratch Guard Coat”. This hydrophobic paint heals 
scratches such as arising from car washings, off-road driving, or fingernails on 
coated car surfaces and is effective for longer as three years (Figure 2.34a). This 
novel developed paint contains high elastic resins that prevent scratches reaching 
the inner layers of a painted car surface. The entire recovery takes for 1 to 7 days 
depend on the depth of the scratch and the temperature of the surrounding 
environment. Bayer Materials Science developed two component polyurethane 
clear coats, the trade names of the raw materials used to produce this coating are 
Desmodur and Desmophen, this coating repairs small scratches under heat 
(sunlight) and the trick employed to design such coating is based on the use of 
dense polymer networks with flexible linkages (Figure2.34b) [147]. 
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Figure 2. 34 (a) Nissan's self-healing scratch shield paint to be applied to repair 
the scratched car, (b) the reflow effect of self-healing clear coats from Bayer 
MaterialsScience. 
 
2.5 Gradient wettability and applications 
 
2.5.1 Capillary action and wicking of fabrics 
2.5.1.1 Capillary action 
There are two phenomena related to capillary action or capillary motion: liquid 
movement in thin tubes and liquid flowing through a porous media. In hydrology, 
capillary action is described as the attraction of water molecules to soil particles. 
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It is responsible for moving ground water from wet soil to dry areas. Gradient 
wettability in soil potentially drives capillary action in soil. 
In daily life, there are many examples showing capillary action. Such as paper 
towels, that absorbs liquid through capillary motion, transferring fluid from a 
surface to the towel. The small pores in a sponge act as small capillaries, 
allowing it to absorb a comparatively large volume of fluid. Some sporting and 
exercising textiles use capillary action to “wick” sweat away from human body, 
which is normally referred as “wicking fabrics”. In chemistry, capillary action is 
used in thin layer chromatography, in which solvent moves vertically up a plate 
through capillary action. 
A capillary tube is used as a typical apparatus to illustrate a wicking phenomenon 
(Figure 2.35). When the lower end of a vertical glass tube is placed in a liquid, 
such as water, a concave meniscus forms. The liquid surface tension pulls the 
column up until a sufficient mass of liquid for gravitational forces to overcome 
the intermolecular forces.  
 
Figure 2. 35 Illustration of capillary action. 
 
The capillary pressure (Pcp) within a vertical cylindrical tube of radius r is given 
by the Young equation [148]. 
              
r
cos2gh LGphase wetting
θγ
=ρ=−= PPP  phase wetting-noncp                (2 – 6) 
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                                                                                (2 – 7) 
Where h is the height to which the liquid rises in the tube in the equilibrium state, 
ρ is the liquid density, g is the acceleration due to the gravity, γLG is the liquid-
gas surface tension, and θ is the contact angle between the liquid and the solid 
substrate. The contact length (around the edge) between the liquid and the tube 
is therefore proportional to the diameter of the tube, while the weight of the 
liquid column is proportional to the square of the tube's diameter, so a narrow 
tube will draw a liquid column higher than a wide tube. 
The liquid’s velocity, dh/dt, moving up or down in a perpendicular capillary can 
be described by the classical Washburn-Lucas equation [149]:  
                                
ρ
=
4η
cosθγr
dt
dh LG                                                (2 – 8) 
Where, the inertia of the liquid column is neglected, and η and ρ are the viscosity 
and density of liquid, respectively.  
 
2.5.1.2 Fabric wicking ability 
Fabric wicking behaviour is caused by similar principles as liquids wicking in 
capillaries. The capillaries are formed by the spaces between the parallel 
alignment of fibers in yarns and the small physical dimensions. An effective 
capillary radius re is normally used instead. It has been found that the height of 
wicking liquid is proportional to the square root of the time  [150, 151]: 
                             t
2η
cosθγrH LGe2 =                                                 (2 – 9) 
The liquid contact angle, surface tension and the physical size of the capillaries 
on the fiber surface are the key drivers in the wicking effect of fabrics.  
Most fabrics show a universal ability to wick liquid throughout the entire fabrics 
due to the fabric structure. Surface energy is the main factor that influences the 
wicking behaviour. The fabric wicking behaviour can be easily modified by 
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increasing or decreasing the surface energy. For example, sportswear are 
commonly undergone a hydrophilic treatment to increase the surface energy, 
hence, the ability to absorb sweat off the skin. In addition, some hydrophobic 
agents such as fluorocarbons and silicones are used to reduce the fabric surface 
energy in order to stop wicking for end-uses such as umbrella. 
Fabric wicking performance can be evaluated by two properties: permeability 
and capillary pressure. Here, capillary pressure is the main force for the liquid 
movement along or through the fabric, in which the force of the surface tension 
between the liquid and the walls of a gap or pore overcome the forces between 
the liquid molecules, thus moving it into empty gaps until the forces even out. 
Permeability is determined by the combination of space sizes within it and the 
connections between the spaces, and it is used to measure the fabric ability to 
transport moisture through itself. Some other properties can also influence the 
fabric wicking properties, such as yarn twist, surface contact angle, fabric weave 
style, and lot more. 
Some treated fabrics have different wicking capabilities on different fabric areas 
or fabric sides for the end-uses purposes. The force of capillary action can attract 
water from locations where it is abundant and then transport it to the areas where 
it is less abundant. This directional wicking effect is very useful such as 
sportswear. 
 
Figure 2. 36 Wicking fabrics. 
 
Directional liquid transport driven just by the surface property of solid substrate 
has received considerable interest because of the intriguing science underpinning 
the phenomena and the exciting application potential. Beettle’s back [152, 153] 
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and spider silk [154] are good examples, which combine two opposite wetting 
properties, i.e. hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity, on the surface. When moisture 
(liquid) attaches to the surface, tiny water drops move spontaneously towards 
hydrophilic areas where they coalesce into easily-collected large volume [154]. 
Such a directional-wetting property has inspired the development of innovative 
water harvesting devices.[155] More controllable directional-wetting was 
reported on synthetic surfaces having a wettability gradient.[156-158] 
In comparison with directional wetting on open surfaces, directional liquid 
transport through thin porous medium is more complex but interesting. The 
liquid attachment, spreading and transport in porous medium are highly 
determined by not only surface property but also porous structure, because of the 
capillary effect involved. Spontaneous, directional liquid transport allows a thin 
porous membrane to remove liquid proactively from undesirable area, hence 
preventing liquid accumulation, and meanwhile eliminates back flow and 
associated fluid contamination during liquid transport. These unique features are 
very useful for development of novel membranes and separation technology, 
desalination, fuel cell, and biomedical materials, as well as smart textiles.  
Despite the wide application potential, effective techniques to imbue thin porous 
materials with directional fluid transport ability have been seldom reported. 
Wang et al [1] first developed a simple, effective and versatile method to 
produce an asymmetric wettability across the thickness of fabrics based on a 
solution coating technology to form a superhydrophobic layer containing TiO2 
and hybrid silica on fabric, and the subsequent exposure of the one side of the 
superhydrophobic fabric to multi-wavelength ultra-violet (UV) beam to make 
the irradiated fabric side hydrophilic, leading to the formation of asymmetric 
wettability through the fabric thickness. The treated fabric has ability to 
spontaneously transfer water unidirectionally through the fibrous architecture 
(Figure 2.37).  
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Figure 2. 37 Still frames from digital videos of a blue-coloured water droplet on 
the TiO2-silica-coated and UV-irradiated polyester fabric: (Top) dropped on the 
UV-irradiated fabric surface (image 1-6, time interval is 0.12 s), and (Bottom) 
dropped on the back side (image 1’-6’, time interval is 0.28 s) [1]. 
 
Later on, Kong et al [159] reported a self-adaptive directional water transport 
cotton fabrics controlled by solar/UV light. Firstly, nanoporous TiO2 particles 
were treated within the 3-D textile matrix, the TiO2 treated fabric surface 
becomes hydrophobic after a certain period of dark storage as seen in Figure 
2.38. Upon solar or UV treatment, the irradiated side of the fabric shows 
superhydrophilic, while the back side of the fabric remains hydrophobic. With 
controllable solar or UV irradiation, the cotton fabric has directional water 
transport ability. 
 
Figure 2. 38 Fabric with directional water transport ability. Two-dimensional 
wetting phenomenon on a cotton fabric substrate with one side showing 
hydrophilic and other side showing hydrophobic properties. (Top) Solar- or UV-
irradiated side of the fabric surface. (bottom) back hydrophobic side of the cotton 
fabric substrate. 
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To understand and design membranes with smart directional water penetration 
behaviour, Tian et al [2] use a simple model of a membrane composed of spaced 
infinitely long micro-cylinders showing theoretically that a membrane with a 
cross-sectional wettability gradient displays anisotropic liquid penetration 
(Figure 2.39). The liquid penetrates easily from the hydrophobic side to the 
hydropohilic side, whereas it can be blocked when penetrating in the back 
direction. Their findings provide an understanding on directional transport 
behaviour of a gradient membrane. 
 
Figure 2. 39 Directional liquid transport through a microcylinder membrane 
with a wettability gradient along its thickness. a) the liquid transports easily from 
hydrophobic side to hydrophilic side, b) the liquid is blocked in the back side. 
 
Recently, Wu et al [160] designed and fabricated a composite film with 
heterogeneous wettability by seamless coupling a fibrous hydrophobic 
polyurethane (PU) film and a hydrophilic crosslinked poly(vinyl alcohol) (c-
PVA) film. By taking advantages of the distinct hydrophobic-hydrophilic 
difference, and interesting unidirectional water-penetration function has been 
successfully realized. Water can spontaneously penetrate from the hydrophobic 
side to the hydrophilic side of the film, but this not the case for the reverse 
direction (Figure 2.40a). Figure 2.40b shows the mechanism of unidirectional 
water penetration on a heterogeneous wettable composite film. When the 
penetrative depth reaches the thickness of the PU film, water will contact the 
lower hydrophilic c-PVA film. Then the capillary force (CF) together with 
hydrostatic pressures (HP) facilitates water penetration and makes the process 
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continuous (Figure 3.40b1 right). Consequently, the water could penetrate the 
film when the hydrophobic PU side is upward. On the contrary, when water is 
dropped on the upward c-PVA side (Figure 3.40b1 left), the accumulation of 
water volume on the hydrophilic c-PVA surface merely increases the spreading 
area instead of elevating the water height. Therefore, water cannot penetrate the 
hydrophobic blocking layer. 
 
Figure 2. 40 (a) Schematic diagram of PU/c-PVA composite fibrous film. A 
hydrophilic PVA solution is electrospun to form a fibrous film, and then another 
layer of hydrophobic PU fibrous film is electrospun onto it. After chemically 
crosslinking PVA with glutaraldehyde, it forms a PU/c-PVA composite film 
with heterogeneous wettability in the normal direction. (b) Mechanism of 
unidirectional water penetration on a heterogeneous wettable composite film. (1) 
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water is dropped on the upward hydrophobic PU side. The water suffers two 
opposing forces, hydrostatic pressure (HP) and hydrophobic force (HF), 
respectively. HF tends to resists the water’s downward penetration which is 
provided by HP. Water goes deeper with increasing HP (increasing water 
volume), while the HF is constant. Once the penetration depth reaches the 
thickness of PU film, water will contact the lower hydrophilic c-PVA film. Then 
capillary force (CF) provided by porous hydrophilic c-PVA film together with 
HP facilitate the water penetration and make this process continuous. (2) Water 
is dropped on the upward hydrophilic c-PVA side. Water spreads to a thin water 
film under capillarity. When the water reaches the interface of c-PVA and PU, 
HF provided by porous hydrophobic PU film resists water’s further penetration. 
 
A theoretical description has recently verified the possibility of the anisotropic 
liquid penetration through fibrous membranes when a wettability gradient is 
introduced along the thickness direction [2]. In principle, directional liquid 
motion within a capillary channel can be achieved through either pore structure 
or surface property. Liquid within a porous membrane having gradient pore size 
change across the thickness transfers preferably in the direction from large to 
smaller pores. However, pore size gradient does not warrant fluid transport 
directionality because liquid can still move from smaller to large pores when 
sufficient liquid is fed from the smaller pores. Although directional water-
transport through thin porous membrane driven by the surface properties was 
reported, the transport directionality was mainly demonstrated by dropping 
liquid water on the upper surface of a horizontally-laid fabric. Consequently, 
gravity effect was suggested to play a key role to induce spontaneous directional 
water transport[2]. 
 
2.5.2 Applications of directional water transport fabrics 
Fabrics that have directional water-transport effect are able to transfer water 
from one side to the other but not in opposite direction unless extra force is 
applied. This functional fabric will be very useful for sportswear and the fabrics 
used to reduce heat stress in special circumstances such as hot weather and high 
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temperature working places. It will also be useful in our daily life, such as 
moisture wicking fabrics. 
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Chapter 3 
Materials and Characterisation Approaches 
In this paper, materials that have been used for experiment are listed, and the 
characterisation methods and instruments used in this study are presented in 
detail. 
 
3.1 Materials and experimental details 
3.1.1 Chemicals 
Tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS), dimethylformide (DMF), tetrahydrofuran 
(THF), Ethanol (AR), ammonium hydroxide (28% in water) and 1H,1H,2H,2H-
perfluorodecysilane (C16H19F17O3Si) (FAS) were obtained from Aldrich-Sigma-. 
Tridecafluorooctyl triethoxysilane (FAS, Dynasylan F 8261) was supplied by 
Degussa. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, Sylgard 186, two parts mixing at 10:1 
w/w) was provided by Dow Corning (USA). Poly (vinylidene fluoride-co-
hexafluoropropylene) (PVDF-HFP) was obtained from Aldrich-Sigma. All 
chemicals were used as received. 
The chemical structures of FAS, PVDF-HFP, TEOS, and PDMS are listed in 
Figure 3.1. 
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FAS-17 
 
PVDF-HFP 
SiC2H5O OC2H5
OC2H5
OC2H5  
TEOS 
Si(CH2)2(CF2)5F3C OC2H5
OC2H5
OC2H5  
FAS-13 
SiSi Si
OO
 
PDMS 
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3.1.2 Fabrics 
The fabrics used in this study are polyester (plain weave, 168 g/m2, thickness ≈ 
620 µm), cotton fabric (plain weave, 160 g/m2, thickness ≈ 520 µm), and wool 
fabric (plain weave, 196 g/m2, thickness ≈ 530 µm), which all were purchased 
from a local supermarket. 
3.1.3 Experimental details 
Acid and base stability tests: 
The coated fabric was immersed in strong acid (H2SO4, HNO3, or HCl) (pH = 1) 
or KOH solution (pH = 14) at room temperature for 7 days. The immersed fabric 
was then rinsed with water and dried at room temperature for 30 minutes. 
 
Stain resistance tests:  
 Boiling in coffee solution 
Fabric was soaked and boiled in coffee (Moak, 5 g 100% pure soluble coffee 
powder added in 150 ml boiling water) solution for 1 hour. The fabrics were 
allowed to stay undisturbed for 24 hours. The stained fabrics were then rinsed 
thoroughly with cold tap water and dried at room temperature.  
 Staining with mixed cherry solution 
The stain resistance was also tested using a modified procedure based on the 
AATCC Test Method 175-2008 (Stain Resistance: Pile Floor Coverings). In 
brief, a cup of standard cherry flavored, sugar sweetened, Kool-Aid Band 
powder drink mixed solution was poured onto the top surface of the coated fabric 
and the staining solution was mechanically worked by hand to obtain uniform 
staining. The fabric is then left to stand undisturbed for 24 hours. The stained 
fabric was then rinsed thoroughly with cold tap water and dried at room 
temperature. 
 
Ozone oxidation:  
Ozone was generated by an ozone generator (Catalytic Ozone Destruct IBC 7430, 
USA) through feeding 1 L/min air into the generator at room temperature. Under 
this condition, the generator can produce 6% ozone in air. The coated fabric was 
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mounted on the large end of a funnel. Ozone/air was fed from the other funnel 
end at room temperature.   
 
Self-healing test: Plasma treatment 
The coated fabrics were subjected to a vacuum plasma treatment using a purpose 
made plasma machine consisting of a vacuum chamber, a radio-frequent plasma 
generator (T & C Power Conversion, Inc. AG0201HV), an electrode system, and 
a gas supplying system. For each plasma treatment, 5 minutes of plasma 
treatment under a power 19 watt was employed. Such a plasma treatment can 
make fabrics both hydrophilic and oleophilic completely (CA = 0°). The treated 
fabric was then heated at 130 °С. The self-healing was also performed by ageing 
the plasma treated fabrics at room temperature. All the plasma treatment used 
the same operating parameters in this study.   
 
Synthesis of hydrophobic silica nanoparticles with different sizes 
The Stöber method was used for the preparation of spherical silica 
nanoparticles[161]. In this method condensation of TEOS as a precursor in a 
homogeneous alcoholic medium and ammonia was used as a catalyst to control 
the particle size. Here an additional study has been carried out based on different 
concentration of ammonia and feed rate of reactant (TEOS/ethanol) in order to 
obtain hydrophobic silica nanoparticles with a specific size average and narrow 
size distribution. In a typical synthesis, a certain TEOS solution as a reactant was 
prepared by mixing 1 ml TEOS and 25ml ethanol, and ammonia solutions were 
prepared by adding different amount of ammonia to 25ml ethanol, the 
concentrations of ammonia used in this study are 9%, 14%, 17%, 20%. And then, 
the TEOS-ethanol solution was added to the NH3∙H2O-ethanol solution at 
different feed rate through a syringe pump, after that FAS was added in mixed 
TEOS- NH3∙H2O-ethanol solution in order to create hydrophobic surface on the 
silica particles [93]. The reaction was allowed to continue for another 5 h under 
constant magnetic stirring at ambient temperature. The SiO2 particles were then 
collected by centrifugation (7,000 rpm, 15min), redispersed in distilled water 
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three times and finally, were frozen by liquid nitrogen and placed in Freeze 
Dryer machine at -83°С for 12 h. 
Synthesis of PDMS/FAS/silica coating solution 
The as-synthesized silica nanoparticles were first dispersed in 30 ml 
tetrahydrofuran (THF) with the aid of ultrasonication, and then fluorinated alkyl 
silane (FAS) and polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) precursor Part-A (Elastomer 
Base) were added to the solution. The solution was ultrasonicated for 1 hour to 
form solution A. PDMS precursor Part-B (Curing Agent) was dissolved to 30 ml 
THF to for solution B. Solutions A and B were mixed together (Elastomer Base 
and Curing Agent mixture 10:1) to form homogeneously dispersed coating 
solution prior to coating treatment. 
One step PDMS/FAS/silica fabric coating treatment 
The fabric substrate was immersed in the PDMS/FAS/silica coating solution for 
1 minute,and then the coated fabric finally dried at room temperature for 30 
minutes, and further cured at 110 °C for 1 hour. 
Synthesis of two step PVDF-HFP/FAS/silica coating solutions 
Preparation of poly(vinylidene fluoride-co-hexafluoropylene) (PVDF-
HFP)/fluoroalkyl silane(FAS) coating solution: was prepared by mixing PVDF-
HFP (1.0 g) and FAS (0.5 ml) in dimethylformamide (DMF) (50 ml) to form a 
homogenous solution. After 0.5 hour of magnetic stirring, the solution was ready 
for coating on fabrics. 
Silica particulate coating solution: ammonia (4 ml) and ethanol (50 ml) were 
mixed to form a homogenous solution, and TEOS (4.5 ml) was then added. After 
2 hours of magnetic stirring, 0.25 ml FAS was added to the reaction solution. 
The reaction was allowed to stir for another 1 hour at room temperature to form 
a hydrophobic silica particulate sol, the sol suspension containing silica particles 
is homogeneous, no precipitation. 
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PVDF-HFP/FAS/silica fabric coating treatment 
The fabric substrate was immersed in the silica particulate solution for 1 minute. 
After drying at room temperature for 10 minutes, the coated fabric was immersed 
in PVDF-HFP/FAS solution for 1 minute and finally dried at 130 °C for 1 hour. 
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3.2 Characterisation instruments 
3.2.1 Contact angle 
Water contact angles were measured using a KSV Model CAM101 Contact 
Angle Meter (KSV Instruments Ltd, Finland, Figure 3.1). Fabric samples were 
cut into 1 cm × 2 cm oblongs and placed on a glass slide. Liquid drops of 1.91 
mm diameter were placed on each fabrics surface with a syringe (diameter: 0.71 
mm) and the image of each drop was captured at a rate of 33 frames per second 
after deposition onto sample surface. Water droplet pictures were taken by an 
Olympus DP70 high resolution microscope. 10 images were taken for each plate 
and the final angle was the average result from 10 images. Each result was the 
average number of at least 5 testings. All tests were carried out in a controlled 
environment (20 ± 2 °С and 65 ± 2% relative humidity). 
 
 
Figure 3. 1 CAM 101 KSV Contact Angle Meter. 
 
3.2.2 Sliding angle 
Sliding angles were measured using a purpose-made device consisting of a 
sample holder and a digital angle meter. Fabric samples were cut into 1 cm × 2 
cm oblongs and stick on the sample holder. Liquid droplets of 5 µL were dropped 
on the sample surface. The minimum angle that the droplet can roll off the fabric 
surface was displayed on the digital angle meter. Each result was the average 
number of 5 tests. All tests were carried out in the condition laboratory (20 ± 
2 °С and 65 ± 2% relative humidity). 
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3.2.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
Scanning electron microscopy was carried out with a Supra 55 VP microscope. 
This was used to investigate the surface morphology of coated fabric. Fabric 
samples were cut into 0.5cm × 0.5cm squares and placed on sample holders.  A 
thin layer of gold was sputter-coated (Baltec SCD50 sputter coater) on sample 
surface. All SEM images were taken at a voltage of 5 kV and the magnification 
varied between 5 K and 20 K times. 
 
3.2.4 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
TEM images were observed using a FEI Tecnai F30 Cryo TEM. The samples 
were mounted on copper grid for observation. Accelerating voltage for TEM 
imaging was 300 keV.  
 
3.2.5 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) 
FTIR spectra were measured using a Burker Vetex 70 FTIR spectrometer in 
Attenuated Total Reflection (ATR) mode. The spectra were obtained under 32 
scans at 4 cm-1 resolution. All tests were carried out in a controlled environment 
(20 ± 2°С and 65 ± 2% relative humidity). The data were analysed using OPUS 
5.5 software. 
3.2.6 Atomic force microscopy (AFM) 
AFM imaging was taken by a DualScope DS 45-40 scanner (Danish Micro 
Engineering, Denmark) with a scan size of 5 × 5 µm. Applied load during testing 
was 0.15 nN. The scanning speeds on fiber were 5 µm/s. The surface roughness 
was calculated using DualScope software. 
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3.2.7 X-ray photoelectron spectrometer (XPS) 
X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) were collected on a VG ESCALAB 220-iXL 
spectrometer with a monochromated A1 Kα source (1486.6 eV) using samples 
of cα. 3 mm2 in size. The X-ray beam incidence angle is 0° with respect to the 
surface normal, which corresponds to a sampling depth of cα. 3 mm2. The 
obtained XPS spectra were analysed by the CasaXPS software. 
 
3.2.8 Different scanning calorimetry (DSC) 
Differential Scanning Calorimetry was performed using a Mettler Toledo 
DSC821 with “Star Software” version 9. A specimen of approximately 5 mg was 
encapsulated in an aluminium pan (13 mg) and measured in alternating DSC 
mode at an underlying heating rate of 10 °С/min in a nitrogen atmosphere. 
Before measurement, the samples were vacuum dried for 72 hours at room 
temperature in the presence of phosphorus pentoxide. The thermal properties 
were obtained and analysed from the first scan. 
 
3.2.9 Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) 
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was Performed With a Mettler Toledo 
TGA/STDA851. The specimens were placed in a ceramic pan and tested in air 
flow at a heating rate of 10 °С/min. the derivative of the mass versus temperature 
curve was used to identify any distinct peaks during combustion. 
3.2.10 Breakthrough pressure 
The breakthrough pressure was taken by a purpose-built testing system 
consisting of a liquid tank, a gas source and a sample holder and a pressure sensor, 
as shown in Figure 3.2. Gas was fed into the chamber and the flow rate was 
controlled by a gas flowmeter. A 1.5 × 1.5 cm2 fabric sample is mounted tightly 
in the middle of two tubes. In the test, gas entered the system that increased the 
internal pressure of the chamber, leading to increase in the liquid level in the 
tube column. With the increase in the pressure, the liquid level reached to contact 
the fabric. Resisted by the fabric, pressure increased swiftly until water passed 
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through the fabric. The pressure ~ time curve was recorded by a pressure sensor 
which can be directly transferred to computer through USB cable. 
Δ P = P – h 
Where P and H0 are the critical pressure in the measurement and the height 
between liquid level and fabric, respectively. 
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Figure 3. 2 Breakthrough pressure test system and pressure & time curve. 
 
3.2. 11 Microl-CT 
The X-ray micro computed tomography (micro-CT) tests were conducted by the 
Micro XCT XRadia machine (XRadia Ine. USA). It has a cone beam geometry 
which permits magnification regulation by adjusting ratio of the distance 
between the X-ray source and the sample (Z1) to the distance between the X-ray 
source and the detector (Z2). At the same time the magnification also can be 
controlled by magnification lens which are limited from × 0.5 to × 40. The 
limiting resolution is between 1 and 30μm. Detector system: CCD camera 
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(Andor) combined with scintillara system to transfer X-ray to visible light. The 
camera is capable of acquiring X-ray images of 2048 × 2048 pixels with a depth 
of 16 bits per pixel. 
The samples were wetted with water on the hydrophilic surface. During testing, 
X-ray source voltage was standardised at 40 kV and beam current at 150 μA 
from tungsten as a target material. The distances were set 125 mm for Z1 and 20 
mm for Z2. The magnification factor from lens was × 20. The samples were 
scanned at a rotation step of 0.25 degrees over 180 degrees. It took about 2 hours 
for every sample to get a 10243 voxel tomogram of 1.0 G data and capture 721 
projections of 6.0 G data with a spatial resolution of 1.155 μm and exposure time 
of 60s/projection. 
 
3.2.12 Air permeability  
Air permeability was measured by FX 3300 Air permeability tester according to 
the Standard (SIST EN ISO 9237-1999) Figure 3.3. All values reported represent 
the mean of 5 measurements. 
 
Figure 3. 3 FX 3300 Air permeability tester. 
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3.2.13 Washing durability  
The washing durability was evaluated by reference of the washing procedure 
described in the AATCC (American Association of Textile Chemists and 
Colorists) Test Method 61-2006 test No. 2A. The test was performed using a 
standard laundering machine (Fong, Fong’s National Engineering CO.LTD, 
Hong Kong, China) equipped with 500 mL (75 mm × 75 mm) stainless-steel 
lever-lock canisters. The fabric sample (size, 50 mm ×150 mm) was laundered 
in a 150 mL aqueous solution containing 0.15% (w/w) AATCC standard 
reference detergent WOB and 50 stainless steel balls. During laundering, the 
temperature was controlled at 49 ºC, and the stirring speed was 40 ± 2 rpm. After 
45 minutes of laundering, the laundered sample was rinsed with tap water, and 
then dried at room temperature without spinning. The contact angle and sliding 
angle were then measured. This standard washing procedure is equivalent to five 
cycles of home machine launderings. For convenience, we used equivalent 
number of home laundering in this work. 
 
3.2.14 Abrasion durability  
The abrasion resistance of the superhydrophobic and superamphiphobic coating 
was tested using the Martindale method according to ASTM D4966. The test 
was performed under a commercial Martindale abrasion tester (I.D.M 
Instrument Design & Maintenance). The untreated fabric was used as abradant. 
9 kPa and 12 kPa of pressure were employed, which is often used to evaluate the 
coated fabrics for heavy duty upholstery usages.  
  
Figure 3. 4 Martindale machine for abrasion durability test. 
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3.2.15 Bending modulus  
The bending modulus of fabric samples were measured by the cantilever method 
using a M003B Shirley stiffness tester (BS 3356, BS 9703 and ASTM D1388). 
The bending modulus Q (g/cm2) was calculated according to the equations below: Q = 12G × 10−3g3  
G=MC3 
Here, G (mg cm) is the flexural rigidity of the fabric, and M (mg/cm2) is the mass 
of the fabric per square centimeter. C (cm) and g (cm) are bending length and 
fabric thickness respectively. The thickness of the fabric was measured using a 
MESDAN micrometer for fabric. Measurements were carried out on samples of 
fabric 2.5 cm wide and 20 cm long, and cut in the warp and weft directions. 
 
 
Figure 3. 5 Bending modulus instrument. 
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3.2.16 Fabric thickness  
The fabric was placed under the load plate with a loading weight of 1 N. the 
fabric thickness was displayed on the meter automatically. 
 
Figure 3. 6 MESDAN micrometer for fabric thickness measurement. 
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Chapter 4 
Durable Superhydrophobic Fabrics 
Prepared by an Elastomeric Nanocomposite 
Coating  
In this chapter, durable superhydrophobic fabrics were fabricated by a wet-
chemical coating technique using polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) containing 
well-dispersed silica nanoparticles and fluorinated alkyl silane (FAS) as coating 
materials. Silica nanoparticles having different sizes ranging from 
approximately 20 nm to 425 nm were synthesized through a sol-gel process, and 
dispersed into PDMS/FAS solution. The wettability, surface component and 
morphology of the treated fabrics were characterized. The treated surface 
showed excellent washing and abrasion durability with water contact angle of as 
high as 170° and very low contact angle hysteresis. 
 
4.1 Experimental 
4.1.1 Preparation of coating solution 
The as-synthesized silica nanoparticles were first dispersed in 30 ml 
tetrahydrofuran (THF) with the aid of ultrasonication, and fluorinated alkyl 
silane (FAS) and polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) precursor Part-A (Elastomer 
Base) were then added to the solution. The solution was ultrasonicated for 1 hour 
to form solution A. PDMS precursor Part-B (Curing Agent) was dissolved to 30 
ml THF to for solution B. Solutions A and B were mixed together (Elastomer 
Base and Curing Agent mixture 10:1) to form homogeneously dispersed coating 
solution prior to coating treatment.  
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4.1.2 Coating procedure 
The as-prepared coating solutions were applied onto fabric substrates by a 
dipping method. The coated fabrics were then dried at room temperature for 30 
minutes, and further cured at 110 °C for 1 hour. Polyester fabric (plain weave, 
168g/m2), wool fabric (plain weave, 196 g/m2), and cotton fabric (plain weave, 
160 g/m2) were used as substrates.  
 
4.2 Results and Discussion 
4.2.1 Synthesis of coating solutions 
Scheme 4.1 illustrates the procedure to prepare the surface modified silica 
nanoparticles, the coating solutions and the superhydrophobic coatings, as well 
as the chemical structures of the silane precursors. Hydrophobic silica 
nanoparticles were prepared by co-hydrolysis and co-condensation of 
tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS) and fluorinated alkyl silane (FAS) under an 
alkaline condition [93, 162]. After purification, the nanoparticles were dispersed 
into a PDMS/THF solution containing FAS to form coating solution, which can 
be directly applied to fabrics using various coating techniques, such as dip-
coating, padding or spraying, to form a transparent coating on the fabrics. After 
the PDMS was cured completely, the hydrophobic silica nanoparticles were 
incorporate into the coating layer. 
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Scheme 4.1. The chemical structures and the reaction route of silica preparation 
and coating procedure. 
 
4.2.2 Synthesis of silica nanoparticles 
In this work, silica nanoparticles having size range from 20 nm to 425 nm were 
prepared by a typical sol-gel process and the particle size was controlled by 
adjusting the ammonia concentration and the feeding rate of TEOS solution for 
nanoparticle synthesis.  
Figure 4.1 shows the effect of ammonia concentration and TEOS feeding rate on 
the particle sizes. When the ammonia concentration was fixed, increasing the 
TEOS feeding rate resulted in decreased size, while the size distribution became 
narrower. However, when the TEOS feeding rate was kept constant, increasing 
the ammonia concentration increased the average particle size and widened the 
size distribution. 
The formation of silica was reported to involve two steps: nucleation and growth, 
and chemical reactions below: 
                 Si(OR)4 + 4H2O → Si(OH)4 + 4OH              (hydrolysis reaction) 
                            Si(OH)4 → SiO2 + 2H2O                     (condensation reaction) 
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The hydrolysis reaction runs very slow, ammonia here usually acts as a catalyst 
to accelerate the hydrolysis and condensation of TEOS. The reason as to why 
higher ammonia concentration leads to larger particle size is that if high 
ammonia concentration is applied, a high nucleation rate occurred, so a lot of 
small sub-particles are prepared at a short period of time,. However, the 
hydrogen bond of silica sub-particles under the condition of a higher 
concentration of sub-particles is stronger than that of a lower sub-particles 
concentration because of the accelerated hydrolysis and condensation. Therefore, 
sub-particles at a high core concentration tend to agglomerate into a large 
particle. [162]  
For comparison, increasing the feeding rate of TEOS reactant resulted in 
decreasing silica particles size because the growth of silica particles in lower 
feeding rate is longer than that at higher feeding rate. LaMer and Dinegar [163] 
proposed the self-nucleation model of monodispersed particle production. There 
are three regimes in the generation of monodispersed particles. The first period 
is induction time, during which the reaction slowly generates growth units of the 
solid. The concentration in solution builds up until a critical supersaturation is 
reached, when nucleation occurs. The fixed ammonia concentration implies the 
nucleation period is kept, increasing the feeding rate of TEOS resulted in more 
nuclei produced, so that shorten the nucleation time, after nucleation, growth 
proceeds until the reaction stops due to the equilibrium solubility. A relatively 
short nucleation period produces small size silica particles with narrow size 
distribution. 
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Figure 4. 1 Effect of TEOS feeding rate and ammonia concentration on particle 
size. 
 
Figure 4.2 shows the morphology and size distribution of silica particles 
produced under different conditions. Silica particles with different sizes were 
further used to examine the effect of particle size on the surface wettability.  
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Figure 4. 2 (a-d) SEM images and (e-h) size distributions of hydrophobic silica 
particles synthesized at TEOS feed rate of a) 80ml/h; b) 20ml/h; c) 5ml/h 
(ammonia concentration 9%) and d): ammonia concentration of 20% at TEOS 
feed rate of 20ml/h. 
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4.2.3 Coating process 
The as-synthesized silica particles with different sizes were first dispersed in 30 
ml THF with the aid of ultrasonication, and FAS and PDMS precursor Part-A 
(Elastomer Base) were then added to the solution. The solution was 
ultrasonicated for 1 hour to form the Solution A. PDMS precursor Part-B (Curing 
Agent) was dissolved to 30 ml THF to form the Solution B. The solution A and 
B were then mixed together (Elastomer Base and Curing Agent mixture 10:1) to 
form a homogeneously dispersed particulate solution which can be directly 
applied to fabrics using various coating techniques such as padding, spraying 
and dip-coating. The fabric samples were dip-coated in the as-prepared coating 
solution for 1 minute and then left in room temperature for 10 minutes followed 
by drying in oven at 135 °С for 1 hour. 
4.2.4 Surface morphologies 
In this study, a plain weave polyester fabric was mainly used as a model substrate. 
The SEM images of the fabrics before and after the coating treatment are shown 
in 4.3 (a & b) and (d & e), respectively. After coating treatment, particles can be 
observed on the fiber surface, which provides roughness at the nano-scale to 
compliment the micro-scale roughness inherent in the fabric weave. The 
resulting hierarchical roughness on the nano and micro scales formed by the 
coated fabric are well known to enhance the hydrophobicity. When water droplet 
(10 µL) was placed on to the coated fabric, a nearly sphere-like water droplet 
was formed (Figure 4.3f). Such a spherical droplet was stable and can stay 
supported on the fabric for extended periods of time. The water contact angle 
(CA) measurement revealed that the coated surface had CA of larger than 170 °, 
indicating a very high superhydrophobicity. The contact angle hysteresis was 
further characterized through measuring the sliding angle (SA). The sliding 
angle of the coated fabric was just 2° [164]. For comparison, when water was 
dropped on to the pristine fabric, the water spread into the fabric rapidly as 
shown in Figure 4.3c. 
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Figure 4. 3 SEM images of a & b) un-treated polyester fabric and d & e) 
silica/PDMS/FAS treated polyester fabric, insert image is the magnification of 
image e, c& f) the photographic images of water droplets (10 µL each) on the b) 
un-treated and f) treated polyester fabric (PDMS 1.0% wt%, FAS 2.5 wt%, and 
mixed nanoparticle 1.5 wt% with NP22/NP150=2/1). 
 
Atomic force microscope (AFM) was used to investigate the surface roughness 
of before and after the coating treatment. Figure 4.4 shows the AFM images of 
the un-treated, PDMS treated and silica/PDMS/FAS treated polyester fabrics. 
The PDMS coating alone did not improve the surface roughness, as shown in 
Figure 4.4b. However, when silica particles were incorporated into the coating 
layer, roughness was increased significantly.  
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Figure 4. 4 AFM images of the polyester fabrics, a) control fabric, b) PDMS 
coated fabric and c) PDMS/FAS/silica nanoparticles coated fabric. (PDMS 1.0 
wt%, FAS 2.5 wt%, and mixed nanoparticle 1.5 wt% with NP22/NP150=2/1). 
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4.2.5 Surface wettability 
4.2.5.1 PDMS coating 
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is an inert silicone polymer that is non-toxic and 
hydrophobic in nature. Here, a commercial elastomeric PDMS, Sylgard®186 
(Dow Corning), was used to improve the coating adhesion and to bond particles 
on the fiber surface. In comparison with common PDMS, Sylgard®186 has better 
tear-resistant and mechanical properties. Although applying PDMS to cotton 
fabric led to increased water contact angle, the CA value was still below 150°.  
Figure 4.5 shows the effect of PDMS concentration on the contact angle and air 
permeability of the coated fabric. With an increase in the PDMS concentration 
in the coating solution, the water contact angle increased initially and then 
stabilized around 134°, while the air-permeability decreased when the PDMS 
solution was larger than 1.0%. To achieve a high level of surface hydrophobicity 
as well as a high degree of air permeability for the coated fabric, 1.0% PDMS 
solution was used throughout this work. 
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Figure 4. 5 Effect of PDMS concentration on contact angle and air permeability 
of PDMS coated fabric. 
 
4.2.5.2 PDMS/FAS coating 
To further decrease the surface free energy, FAS was added into the PDMS 
solution for coating treatment. Figure 4.6 shows the effect of FAS concentration 
on the hydrophobicity of the coated fabric. With an increase in the FAS 
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concentration from 0% to 2.5%, the water contact angle increased from 134° to 
146°. However, when the concentration was changed from 2.5% to 5%, a slight 
decrease in the CA value resulted. This is probably due to the reduction in 
surface roughness because of the extra hydrolyzed FAS resin on the coating 
surface. 2.5% FAS was used in the following work to achieve a high degree of 
hydrophobicity.  
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Figure 4. 6 Effect of FAS and PDMS weight ratio on the contact angle of PDMS 
coated fabrics (PDMS concentration, 1.0 wt.%). 
 
4.2.5.3 Effect of silica nanoparticle size on surface wetting property 
Silica particles with average sizes of 22 nm, 53 nm, 152 nm and 310 nm were 
separately added into the PDMS/FAS coating solution for coating treatment. 
Figure 4.7 (a & b) show the changes of CA and SA as functions of silica particle 
size and concentration. When the particle concentration was increased from 0.0% 
w/v to 1.5% w/v, the CA increased and the SA decreased. With further 
increasing the particle concentration from 1.5% w/v to 2.0% w/v, the CA 
decreased and the SA increased. The maximum CA and minimum SA were 
achieved when the particle concentration reached 1.5% w/v. On the other hand, 
CA increased and SA decreased with decreasing the average particle size. For 
the silica particles of an average size of 22 nm, the CA was as high as 168°, 
while the SA was 6.3°. 
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Figure 4. 7 Influences of silica particle concentration in the coating solution on 
(a) CA and (b) SA of the coated fabrics (PDMS 1.0%, FAS 2.5%). 
 
4.2.5.4 Effect of nanoparticles on air permeability  
Figure 4.8 shows the effects of ratio of nanoparticles to PDMS/FAS solution on 
air-permeability of the coated fabrics. The air-permeability of treated fabrics 
maintains unchanged after coating. The nanoparticle sizes and concentrations 
had little effect on the permeability value. PDMS played a key factor in 
influencing the air-permeability. This is because of the high viscosity of the 
coating solution when PDMS concentration is high. 
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Figure 4. 8 Influences of silica particle concentration in the coating solution on 
air-permeability of the coated fabrics (PDMS 1.0 wt/v %, FAS 2.5 wt/v %). 
 
4.2.5.5 Influence of particle ratio on CA and SA 
Silica particles of two different sizes were mixed and added to the coating 
solution to examine their effect on the hydrophobicity. Figure 4.9 (a ~ d) show 
the influences of four groups of mixed silica particles on the CA and SA of the 
coated fabrics. With the same ratio, larger CA was achieved when silica particles 
of 22 nm and 152 nm (NP22/NP152) were mixed compared to those from a 
mixture of particles with sizes of NP53/NP310, NP22/NP310 and NP53/NP152. The 
maximum CA of 170º and minimum SA of 4.6 º were achieved when the weight 
ratio of NP22/NP152 reached 2/1. The improvement of superhydrophobicity using 
dual-size nanoparticles for surface treatment has been reported by other 
researchers [124]. A surface formed from dual-size nanoparticles has a higher 
degree of roughness compared to that from the single-size nanoparticles.   
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Figure 4. 9 Influence of particle ratio on CA and SA, the blend of nanoparticle 
sizes: (a) 53 nm and 310 nm (NP53/NP310), (b) 22 nm and 152 nm 
(NP22/NP152), (c) 22nm and 310 nm (NP22/NP310), (d) 53 nm and 152 nm 
(NP53/NP152). (The concentration of mixed particles: 1.5 wt%). 
 
4.2.6 Chemical components on the coating surface 
4.2.6.1 FTIR analysis  
Figure 4.10 shows the FTIR analysis of the coated and the un-coated fabrics. 
After the coating treatment, new peaks at 1200 cm-1 and 798 cm-1 occurred, 
which were assigned to C-F and Si-O-Si stretching vibrations. The peak at 1710 
cm-1 corresponded to the carbonyl stretching band. The vibration peaks at 1100 
cm-1 corresponded to C-O vibration. These results confirmed that C-F and Si-O-
Si bonds were formed on the coating surface, which contributed to lowering the 
surface energy. 
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Figure 4. 10 FTIR spectra of polyester fabric before and after coating treatment. 
 
4.2.6.2 XPS analysis 
The surface chemical components were further analyzed by X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy (XPS). The survey spectra (not shown in this paper) revealed that 
the coated fabric contained elements F, O, C and Si. The curve-fitted high-
resolution XPS C1s showed peaks with the binding energies at 293.6, 291.5, 
285.2 and 284 eV (Figure 4.11), which were attributed to –CF3, -CF2, C-O and 
C-C, respectively. The Si2p spectra showed a peak with binding energy at 103.3 
eV, corresponding to the silica structure. The peak at 101.4 eV came from PDMS 
[93, 165, 166]. 
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Figure 4. 11 Curve-fitted high-resolutions XPS C1s and Si2p spectra of 
superhydrophobic fabric (PDMS 0.8%, FAS 3%, SiO2 1.5%). 
 
4.2.7 Coating durability 
4.2.7.1 Washing durability 
Washing durability is an important criterion for the practical applications of 
superhydrophobic fabrics. In this work, the washing durability was evaluated by 
reference of a standard procedure (AATCC Test Method 61-2006 test No 2A). 
Figure 4.12a shows the change of CA and SA with laundry cycles. With 
increasing the laundry cycles, the CA slightly decreased, while the SA had a 
little increase. Both changes in CA and SA were less than 5° after 500 washing 
cycles, indicating the excellent durability against repeated wash. The SEM 
observation revealed that the coating surface still retained its nano-particulate 
morphology even after 500 cycles of wash (Figure 4.12b). 
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Figure 4. 12 a) Water contact angle and sliding angle change with washing 
cycles, b) Photos of water droplet (10 µL) on the pristine silica/PDMS/FAS 
coated polyester and after 500 laundry cycles. 
 
4.2.7.2 Abrasion durability 
One of the greatest problems facing the widespread applications of 
superhydrophobic coatings is low mechanical stability. In most cases, even mild 
abrasion can damage the superhydrophobic effect. Here, abrasion resistance was 
evaluated by the Martindale method using untreated fabric to simulate actual 
damage. The testing was performed with separate loaded pressures of 9 kPa and 
12 kPa, which are the pressures used for evaluating coated fabrics for apparel 
and heavy duty upholstery usages, respectively. The changes in CA and SA with 
abrasion cycles are shown in Figure 4.13a. The CA remained at 170° after the 
first 2,000 cycles under both pressure conditions. Although the CA reduced with 
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further increasing the abrasion cycles, the coated polyester fabrics can withstand 
at least 28,000 cycles of abrasion damages without losing their 
superhydrophobicity. Figure 4.13b shows the FTIR spectra of the fabric after 
28,000 cycles of abrasion damage. The peaks at 1200 cm-1 and 798 cm-1 assigned 
to the C-F and Si-O-Si stretching vibrations still displayed, indicating the lower 
surface energy on the abrasion damaged fabrics. After 28,000 cycles of abrasion 
under 12 kPa, water drops on the fabric surface still show a CA above 150o and 
the nano-scale roughness can still be observed (Figure 4.13c &d).  
In comparison with the CA, the SA was more sensitive to the abrasion cycles. 
After 20,000 cycles of abrasion, the rate of SA change increased slightly. This 
is probably due to the excellent mechanical durability of PDMS Sylgard®186. 
After 28000 cycles of abrasion damages, the fiber surface was still very rough, 
as seen in Figure 4.13d. In addition, during the coating process, each individual 
textile fiber was coated with a layer of superhydrophobic coating solution. 
During the abrasion process, only those areas exposed to the abrasive forces 
damaged while the majority of the superhydrophobic coating are protected by 
the 3D microstructures of the fabric. Since the residual layer after abrasion is 
also still hydrophobic, the water repellent properties of the fabrics are retained.  
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Figure 4. 13 a) CA and SA as a function of abrasion cycles under different 
loading pressures, b) FTIR spectrum of coated fabric after 28,000 abrasion 
cycles. (Loading pressure: 12 kPa), c) water droplets (10 µL each) on the coated 
fabric of before and after 28,000 abrasion cycles, d) SEM image of coated fabric 
after 28,000 abrasion cycles (insert image is the magnification of the image d). 
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4.2.7.3 Chemical stability 
To evaluate the chemical stability of the superhydrophobic treated fabric, the 
coated fabrics were immersed in an aqueous H2SO4 (pH=1) an aqueous KOH 
solution (pH=14) for 24 hours. The fabrics treated by H2SO4 and KOH were then 
rinsed with water and dried at room temperature. Sphere like water droplets were 
formed and can stay for a long period of time on the surfaces of the etched fabrics 
as shown in Figure 4.14a. The CAs of fabrics treated by strong acid and alkali 
solutions were still larger than 165º. This suggests that the superhydrophobic 
coating is durable enough to resist strong acid and alkali attacks. Figure 4.14b 
shows the FTIR spectra of the coated fabrics after acid and alkali etching. SEM 
images of H2SO4 and KOH treated fabrics shown in Figure 4.14(c & d) note that 
the excellent anticorrosive coating property was attributed to the super coating 
adhesion on the surfaces of the treated fabrics.  
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Figure 4. 14 a) Water droplets (10 µL each) on the treated fabric before and 
after immersing in strong acid or strong base solutions for 24 hours. b) FTIR 
spectra of treated fabric after the H2SO4 (―) or KOH (—) treatment. c) & d), 
SEM images of coated fabrics after immersing in a) H2SO4 (pH = 1) and b) KOH 
(pH = 14) for 24 hours. 
 
4.2.7.4 Anti-boiling stability 
Besides the excellent washing and abrasion durability, the coated fabric can also 
withstand boiling water without changing its superhydrophobicity. Figure 4.15a 
shows the change of water CA and SA with the boiling time. After 5 hours of 
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boiling in water, the coated fabric still had a superhydrophobic surface. This 
result suggests that the superhydrophobic coating is capable of withstanding 
boiling treatment.     
In addition to being boiled in water, the coated fabric was also boiled in coffee 
and orange juice. After 1 hour of boiling, the fabrics were left at room 
temperature for 24 hours, and the stained fabric was then rinsed with water and 
dried at room temperature. The coated fabric was not stained at all by either 
solution and was easily cleaned by gentle rinsing with water as shown in Figure 
4.15b. The coated fabric also maintained its superhydrophobicity after drying. 
In comparison, the un-coated fabric was stained by both solutions and could not 
be cleaned easily with water.  
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Figure 4. 15 a) CA and SA change with the boiling time. b) Photos of uncoated 
(top) and coated (bottom) fabrics after being soaked in boiling stained solution, 
drying, and rinsing with water and then dry. 
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4.2.7.5 Stain resistance  
Apart from the boiling test, the fabric was stained with a natural cherry powder, 
a standard colorant required for stain resistant test (AATCC method 175-2008, 
stain resistance: pile floor coverings). In brief, a cup of standard cherry flavoured, 
sugar sweetened, Kool-Aid brand powder drink mixed solution was poured onto 
the top surface of the coated fabric and the staining solution was mechanically 
worked by hand to obtain uniform staining. The fabric is then left to stand 
undisturbed for 24 hours. The stained fabric was then rinsed thoroughly under 
cold tap water and dried at room temperature. By following the standard 
procedure. After 24 hours of staining, the coated fabric was easily cleaned by 
rinsing with water (Figure 4.16), further indicating the excellent stain resistance 
of the coating. The excellent stain resistance of the coating here suggests that it 
could also be useful for fabrics in anti-fouling of organic contamination 
applications.  
 
Figure 4. 16 Photos of uncoated and coated polyester fabrics after boiling in 
orange or coffee juice, drying, and rinsing with water and finally dry. The third 
line shows blue water droplets on the dry fabric after the stain test.  
 
4.2.7.6 Bending modulus  
The bending modulus and air permeability of the fabric before and after the 
coating treatment were also examined. The fabric bending modulus is an 
indication of the fabric handle property. The higher the bending modulus, the 
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more rigid the fabric is, and the fabric is less comfortable to wear, particularly if 
the air permeability of breathability of the fabric is poor. As shown in Figure 
4.17, after the superhydrophobic treatment, the bending modulus increased just 
slightly in both the warp and weft directions, indicating that the 
superhydrophobic coating doesn’t influence the natural handle property of fabric. 
In addition, such a durable coating with superhydrophobic surface can also be 
formed on other fibrous materials such as cotton and wool. 
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Figure 4. 17 bending modulus of the polyester fabric before and after the coating 
treatment. 
 
4.2.7.7 Results from other type of fabrics 
This durable superhydrophobic coating can also be formed on other fibrous 
materials such as cotton and wool. Table 4.1 shows the wettability and durability 
of the coated fabrics. After coating, all these three fabrics show excellent water 
repellent and the coating is durable enough to resist chemical and physical 
damages. SEM images are the fibers of the coated cotton and wool fabric, the 
hierarchical surface roughness can be clearly observed (Figure 4.18 a & b). 
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Table 4. 1 Wettability and durability of coated fabrics 
Coated 
fabrics 
Water contact angles (°)/sliding angles(°) 
After 
coating 
500 
wash 
cycles 
Severe 
abrasion* 
(12kPa) 
5 hour 
boiling in 
water 
24 hour 
immersion 
H2SO4 KOH 
Polyest
er 
171±2/2
±1 
168±3/5±
3 
155±3/18±1 168±2/6±2 169±2/3
±1 
168±4/4
±3 
Cotton 170±3/3
±2 
165±4/6±
2 
151±4/16±3 165±3/7±3 168±2/3
±1 
166±3/6
±2 
Wool 171±2/2
±2 
168±2/5±
3 
156±3/15±3 168±2/7±3 168±3/3
±1 
167±4/5
±3 
* The abrasion cycles at which the fabric started to break.  
 
 
Figure 4. 18 SEM images of a) coated cotton, and b) coated wool. 
  
Table 4.2 shows the air permeability of the coated fabrics. After coating 
treatment, the air permeability decreased only slightly. Wishing, abrasion, acid 
and boiling showed very little influence on the permeability. Also, the coating 
treatment slightly increased the fabric thickness. The coated fabric showed 
almost no change in thickness after washing, boiling treatment, or immersed in 
acid or base solution. However, the fabrics became a little thinner after abrasion 
as seen in Table 4.3. 
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Table 4. 2 Permeability of fabrics, before and after coating and after various 
treatments 
Fabrics Permeability (cm3/cm2/s) 
Untreated Treated After 
washing 
Abrasion 
damaged 
H2SO4 
attack 
KOH 
attack 
Boiled 
Polyester 31.5 30 30.5 31 30 30 30 
Cotton 18 16.5 16.6 17 16.5 16.5 16.6 
Wool 75 73 73 74 73 73.5 73 
 
Table 4. 3 Fabric thickness change before and after coating treatment and after 
various treatments 
Fabrics Thickness (mm) 
Untreated Treated After 
washing 
Abrasion 
damaged 
H2SO4 
attack 
KOH 
attack 
Boiled 
Polyester 0.44 0.45 0.45 0.421 0.45 0.45 0.45 
Cotton 0.35 0.36 0.36 0.322 0.36 0.36 0.36 
Wool 0.42 0.44 0.44 0.393 0.44 0.44 0.44 
1: 25,000 cycles;  2: 7000 cycles (the fabrics started to be damaged after these abrasion cycles); 
3: 15,000 (the fabrics started to be damaged after these abrasion cycles).  
 
4.2.8 Discussion 
Superhydrophobic fabric was obtained based on two dominant factors: low 
surface energy and high surface roughness. Surface energy is reduced by PDMS 
containing FAS. PDMS is typically hydrophobic with relatively low surface 
energy. The addition of FAS further decreased the surface free energy. It is 
known that lowering surface energy can increase the surface hydrophobicity. 
However, even with a material of the lowest surface free energy (i.e. 6.7 mJ/m2) 
for a surface with regularly aligned closest-hexagonal-packed –CF3 groups, a 
water CA of around 120° is often achieve on a smooth surface[167]. To obtain 
superhydrophobicity, rough surface is essential. In this work, the hierarchically 
rough surface is obtained by the combination of micro-scale roughness inherent 
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in fabric weave and nano-scale roughness formed by dual size silica 
nanoparticles on each fibers. 
The addition of silica nanoparticles increases the fiber roughness at the nano-
scale, resulting in hierarchical roughness formed by the coated fabric enhanced 
the apparent CA, which lead a higher liquid repellency.  
CA alone is insufficient to evaluate the liquid repellency of superhydrophobic 
surface [18, 169, 170]. Sliding angle (SA) is another important property 
indicating the adhesion of water on superhydrophobic surface. High CA does 
not always come with low SA.  
Some researchers have investigated the effects of the surface roughness on water 
SA on superhydrophobic surfaces [18, 164]. It has been reported that increasing 
surface roughness leads to increases in CA but decrease in SA. In our case, a SA 
as small as 2° was achieved on the superhydrophobic fabrics. 
The excellent durability of the superhydrophobic coating should come from the 
tough PDMS/silica nanocomposite. PDMS is an elastomeric rubber. It is 
optically clear, and, in general, inert chemically, non-toxic and non-flammable. 
PDMS is chemical and mechanical stably after crosslinking.  
 
4.2.9 Conclusion 
A crosslinked elastomeric thin coating possessing a nanocomposite structure 
with a rough and low free-energy surface has been produced using a 
crosslinkable polydimethylsiloxane elastomer containing well-dispersed 
hydrophobic silica nanoparticles and fluorinated alkyl silane as coating 
materials. The coating treatment renders polyester, cotton and wool fabrics with 
superhydrophobic surfaces with excellent water repellence and low contact 
angle hysteresis. The coating is robust enough to withstand a range of harsh 
treatments such as strong acid and alkali, repeated machine washes, boiling and 
severe physical abrasion. The coating had very little influence on the fabric 
handle and breathability.  
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Chapter 5 
Robust Self-healing Superamphiphobic 
Fabrics  
In this chapter, superamphiphobic fabrics having self-healing ability to auto-
repair from surface chemical damages were demonstrated. Two-step coating 
method was employed to apply coating materials on to fabrics. The treated 
fabrics showed high contact angle and very low sliding angle to both water and 
oil fluids. The coating can withstand many harsh treatments such as repeated 
wash, abrasion damages, strong acid/base, boiling in beverages and stain 
resistance without apparently changing the superamphiphobicity. Also, the 
treated fabrics have novel self-healing ability to auto-repair against chemical 
damages. Upon being damaged chemically, the coating can restore its 
superamphiphobicity simply by a short-time heating treatment or room 
temperature ageing. 
 
5.1 Experimental 
Two step fabric coating treatment: In the first dip coating step, the fabric 
substrate was immersed in the silica particulate solution for 1 minute to apply 
silica particles onto fabric, the treated fabric was then dried at room temperature 
for 10 minutes. Without any rinsing, the particle-coated fabric was directly 
subjected to a second coating treatment by immersion in PVDF-HFP/FAS 
solution for 1 minute to apply PVDF-HFP/FAS on the surface and finally dried 
at 130 °C for 1 hour. The concentration of silica particles in the first dip coating 
solution is about 1.5 wt%. 
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5.2 Results and Discussion 
5.2.1 Synthesis of coating solutions 
The process to prepare the superamphiphobic fabric is schematically illustrated 
in Figure 5.1. Two coating solutions, a particulate silica ethanol solution and a 
PVDF-HFP/dimethylformamide (DMF) solution containing FAS, were applied 
in sequence onto the fabric using a dip-coating method. The nanoparticles in the 
first coating solution had a content of 1.5 wt%, and they can be easily applied 
onto the fabric substrate through a dip-coating process. The average size of silica 
particles was around 150 nm with a standard deviation of 57 nm.  
 
Scheme 5.1 Coating procedure to prepare superamphiphobic fabrics. 
 
5.2.2 Morphologies 
5.2.2.1 SEM images 
The SEM images of the polyester fabrics before and after coating treatments are 
shown in Figure 5.1. Figure 5.1a, b show the un-coated fabric. After two-step 
coating treatment, particles can be clearly observed on the fiber surface (Figure 
5.1c, d), which provides roughness at a nano-scale to compliment the micro-
scale roughness inherent in the fabric weave. Since the fabrics were immersed 
in the coating solution during the coating treatment, solution penetrates into the 
fabric texture, leading to covering entire fibers with the coating solution. The 
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resulting hierarchical roughness on the nano and micro scales formed by the 
coated fabric enhanced the liquid repellency.  
 
Figure 5. 1 SEM images of polyester fabrics of a & b) un-coated fabric, c & d) 
PVDF-HFP/FAS/silica coated fabric. 
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5.2.2.2 TEM and AFM images 
The TEM and AFM images of the coated fabrics are shown in Figure 5.2. The 
coating thickness was observed based on TEM images. The average thickness of 
PVDF-HFP coating layer was about 96 nm (Figure 5.2a), Under the same 
condition, the thickness of the PVDF-HFP/FAS/silica coating was about 250 nm, 
as shown in Figure 5.2b.  
AFM imaging also revealed that fabric after the two-step treatment had nano-
scaled surface roughness (Figure 5.2 c & d). Based on the AFM images, the root 
mean square (RMS) roughness of the polyester fabric was measured. With 
PVDF-HFP coating, the fabric has a RMS thickness of 8.3 nm (Figure 5.2c), 
while the fabric after two-step PVDF-HFP/FAS/silica coating treatment, the 
RMS roughness was 46 nm (Figure 5.2d). 
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Figure 5. 2 a & b) TEM images of a) PVDF-HFP/FAS coated polyester fabric, 
b) PVDF-HFP/FAS/silica coated fabric, c & d) AFM images of c) PVDF-
HFP/FAS coated polyester fabric and d) PVDF-HFP/FAS/silica coated fabric. 
 
5.2.3 Surface wettability 
5.2.3.1 Influence of PVDF-HFP concentration on surface wettability 
It was noted that PVDF-HFP itself was hydrophobic, and applying PVDF-HFP 
alone to the fabric led to increase in water CA (Figure 5.3). However, the PVDF-
HFP coating can only reached a water CA up to 140º.  Increasing the PVDF-
HFP coating layer thickness cannot make the coated fabric superhydrophobic, 
but decreased the fabric permeability. The PVDF-HFP solution that can achieve 
the high surface hydrophobicity and air permeability was 2.0 wt%, which was 
employed to treat fabrics throughout the work. 
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Figure 5. 3 Effect of PVDF-HFP concentrations on water CA (-□-) and air-
permeability (-○-) of the PVDF-HFP coated polyester fabric. 
 
5.2.3.2 FAS concentration 
To further decrease the fabric surface free energy, FAS was added into 2 wt% 
PVDF-HFP solution for coating treatment. Figure 5.4 shows the effect of the 
FAS concentration on the superhydrophobicity of the coated polyester fabrics. 
Increasing the FAS concentration from 0 to 1% resulted in increase in water CA. 
When the FAS concentration was changed from 1% to 5%, a slight decrease in 
the CA value resulted. This is due to the reduced surface roughness caused by 
the extra FAS resin on the coating surface. The 1% FAS was used throughout 
this work. 
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Figure 5. 4 Effect of FAS concentration in 2% PVDF-HFP/DMF solution on 
water contact angle change. 
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5.2.3.3 Water contact angle and sliding angle  
Figure 5.5a shows the super-repellency of the coated polyester fabric to liquid 
droplets (10 µL). Sphere-like droplets of blue-colored water, red-colored 
hexadecane and clear soybean oil were formed stably on the coated fabric. The 
coated fabric showed a contact angle (CA) of 172°, 165° and 160° to water, 
soybean oil and hexadecane, respectively. Sliding angle here was used for 
measuring the contact angle hysteresis, which was 2°, 5°, and 7° respectively for 
water, soybean oil and hexadecane droplets.  
A series of organic solvents having different surface tensions have been used to 
explore the repellency of the coated fabric. The dependence of CA and SA on 
the surface tension of the liquids is shown in Figure 5.5b. The CA increases and 
the SA decreases with increasing the fluids surface tension. It is clearly indicated 
that the coated fabric is super-repellent to both water and oil fluids with a surface 
tension larger 27.5 mN/m, a typical characteristic of superamphiphobicity.  
 
Figure 5. 5 a) Photos of the blue water, clear soybean oil and red hexadecane 
droplets placed on the polyester fabrics of PVDF-HFP/FAS/silica coated and un-
coated (10 µL for each drop), b) dependency of the CA and SA on the surface 
tension of liquids after the PVDF-FAS/FAS/silica coating. 
 
Figure 5.6 (1~5) shows the bouncing behaviour of a water droplet on a 
horizontally placed PVDF-HFP/FAS coated polyester fabric. Upon impacting 
on the surface, the water droplet deformed and spread before retracting, and 
eventually bounced completely off the surface. Dropping water onto a tilted 
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(with the angle of 2.6°) polyester fabric coated with PVDF-HFP-FAS, the water 
droplet bounced and rolled off along the fabric surface as shown in Figure 5.6 
(1’~ 5’).  
 
Figure 5. 6 Series of frames obtained using a high-speed digital camera that 
shows: (1~5) a bouncing of a water droplet falling from 10 cm height on the 
horizontal polyester fabric coated with PVDF-HFP/FAS coating solution, (1’~5’) 
a drop of water falling from 2 cm height on the 2.6° tilted polyester fabric coated 
with PVDF-HFP/FAS coating solution. 
 
5.2.3.4 Liquid-repellent stability 
When water, soybean oil and hexadecane were dropped on the PVDF-
HFP/FAS/silica coated fabric, these droplets can stay stably on the coated fabric 
for long hours. Figure 5.7a shows the droplets on the coated fabric. After 40 
minutes, the water droplet became smaller due to the evaporation of water from 
droplet, and sliding angle changed to 2°, 6° and 9° respectively to water, soybean 
oil and hexadecane. After 60 minutes, the droplet on the fabric surface led to 
unchanged water sliding angle (2°), but slightly increased in the oil sliding angle 
(6° and 8° for soybean oil and hexadecane, respectively). 
To further prove the high repellency, the coated fabric was completely immersed 
in a liquid fluid. After 4 weeks of immersion in water, the coated fabric was still 
dry with the superamphiphobic feature maintained (Figure 5.7b). This is because 
an air gap is formed between water and coated fabric. If the immersed coated 
fabric was treated by a vacuum treatment to remove the air gap, the fabric could 
be wetted and in this case water can wick into the fabric matrix. However, once 
the wetted fabric was dried at room temperature, the fabric became 
superamphiphobic. In comparison, oils were relatively easier to wick into the 
coated fabric when it was immersed into the oil fluid for certain period of time. 
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For soybean oil, this took about 12 hours. However, once the fabric was rinsed 
with ethanol to clean the oil from the surface and then dried at room temperature, 
it restored the superamphiphobicity. When the fabric was immersed in 
hexadecane for 5 hours, the fabric became wetted. Similarly, such a forced 
wetting state occurred only temporarily, and once the oil was cleaned from the 
surface, the superamphiphobicity reappeared (Figure 5.5 c, d & e).  
 
 
Figure 5. 7 a) Variation of liquid drops with time: 1) water, 2) soybean oil, 3) 
hexadecane, b) the un-coated and the coated fabrics immersing in water, c) the 
un-coated and the coated fabrics immersed in soybean oil, d) the un-coated and 
the coated fabrics immersed in hexadecane, e) after cleaning the coated fabric 
still remained superamphiphobicity. 
 
5.2.4 Self-healing ability  
Unlike man-made super liquid repellent surfaces, some plant leaves and insect 
wings can naturally sustain their non-wettability over their whole lifetime. Their 
ability to with stand damage is typically based on continuous renewal of the 
surface as a results of biological growth processes[171]. Mimicking this self-
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healing functionality in artificial super liquid repellent surfaces as an interesting 
prospect, because it can help prevent the exposure of hydrophilic bulk materials 
on man-made non-wetting surface. 
 
5.2.4.1 Plasma treatment 
The self-healing ability of the superamphiphobic coating was investigated by 
artificially damaging the coated fabrics with a vacuum plasma treatment using 
air as the gas source, which introduced oxygen-containing hydrophilic groups 
on the coating surface. After 5 minutes of plasma treatment, the coated fabric by 
either coating solutions became both hydrophilic and oleophilic with a contact 
angle of 0° to water and all oil fluids studied (Figure 5.8a). However, when the 
plasma treated fabric was heated at 130 °С for 5 minutes, it restored the 
superamphiphobicity with a contact angle of 171°, 165° and 160° to water, 
soybean oil, hexadecane and ethanol, respectively (Figure 5.8b). Such self-
healing is repeatable and can work for many cycles. Figure 5.8c shows the 
change of CA of the fabric that was coated by PVDF-HFP/FAS/silica in the first 
10 cycles of plasma and heat treatments.   
 
Figure 5. 8 a) & b) Photo of colored liquids (blue-colored water, red-colored 
hexadecane and clear soybean oil) on a) the coated fabric after the 1st plasma 
treatment, b) the coated fabric after 100 cycles of plasma & heat treatments, c) 
water CA change in the first 10 cycles of plasma & heat treatments. 
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5.2.4.2 Wettability changes of the coated fabric after plasma and heat 
treatments  
With increasing the treatment cycles, the CA reduced slightly, but still in the 
superhydrophobic range. Figure 5.9a & b show the CA and SA changes with the 
plasma-&-heat treatment cycles. The CA reduced while SA increased with the 
increase in the plasma-&-heat treatment cycles. It was interesting to note that the 
treated fabric retained its superamphiphobicity even after 100 cycles of 
treatments, and after 100 cycles of plasma-&-heat treatment, the SA was still 
very low, being 5º, 12º and 15º for water, soybean and hexadecane, respectively. 
In addition, the self-healing can also take place at room temperature. As shown 
in Figure 5.9 c, the treated fabric at room temperature increased the contact angle 
slowly after the plasma treatment. Within 12 hours, the surface reached a 
superamphiphobic state.       
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Figure 5. 9 a) CA & b) SA change with the plasma & heat treatment cycles, c) 
CA changes with ageing time at room temperature after 100 cycles of plasma & 
heat treatment. 
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5.2.4.3 SEM images 
Under SEM, the coated fabric surface after 100 cycles of plasma and heat 
treatments still showed the micro- and nano-scaled hierarchical structure as 
shown in Figure 5.10. 
 
Figure 5. 10 SEM image of coated polyester fabric after 100 cycles of plasma 
treatment. 
 
5.2.4.4 ATR-FTIR spectra 
The FTIR-ATR was employed to examine the change of surface functionalities 
after plasma and heat treatments. After coating, new peaks at 1200 cm-1 and 1150 
cm-1 occurred, which were assigned to the C-F stretching vibration of the 
fluorinated alkyl chains as shown in Figure 5.11a. This was also accompanied 
by a considerable reduction in the peaks 1710, 1250 and 1120 cm-1, respectively 
assigned to the carbonyl stretching band, CH3 and CH2 of the uncoated polyester 
fabric. After plasma treatment, the peaks at 1200 cm-1 and 1150 cm-1 reduced 
considerably, while the peak at 1100 cm-1, which corresponded to C-O stretch 
vibration, increased. When the plasma treated fabric was heated, the C-F bonds 
recurred as seen in Figure 5.11b. The same result was obtained by ageing the 
plasma treated fabric at room temperature for 12 hours (Figure 5.11b). This 
indicates that plasma treatment introduces oxygen but removes C-F bonds from 
the coating surface, and heating treatment or room temperature ageing lead to 
re-emergence of the C-F bonds to the surface. 
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Figure 5. 11 a) ATR-FTIR spectra of the polyester fabric before and after 
PVDF-HFP/FAS/silica coating treatment, d) FTIR spectra of coated fabric after 
plasma treatment, and after heat treatment or being left at room temperature for 
12 hours. 
 
5.2.4.5 DSC analysis 
It should be noted that PVDF-HFP is a thermoplastic polymer with low glass 
transition temperature (Tg, -40 °C). The addition of FAS and silica nanoparticles 
to PVDF-HFP did not change the Tg (see the Figure 5.12). The low Tg facilitated 
the movement of FAS molecules in the coating layer.  
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Figure 5. 12 DSC curves of PVDF-HFP film, PVDF-HFP/FAS film and PVDF-
HFP/FAS/silica film. 
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5.2.5 Coating durability 
5.2.5.1 Washing durability 
Washing durability of the PVDF-HFP/FAS/silica coated fabrics was evaluated. 
After 600 cycles of washing tests, the fabric’s original superamphiphobicity is 
retained (Figure 5.13a & b). The presence of the silica particles after washing 
can be clearly observed by SEM images (Figure 5.13 c), indicating that the 
particles are immobilized firmly on the fiber surface. 600 cycles of standard 
laundry is equivalent to 600 cycles of home launderings according to the 
standard washing test used. To wash the fabric once a week for example, 600 
cycles home launderings equal to 600 weeks, that means the coated fabric can 
be used at least 600 weeks (more than 10 years) without losing its super-repellent 
properties.  
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Figure 5. 13 a) CA and b) SA change with laundry cycles of the fabric coated 
by PVDF-HFP/FAS/silica coating solution. c) SEM image of the PVDF-
HFP/FAS/silica coated fabric after 600 laundry cycles. 
 
5.2.5.2 Abrasion durability 
The abrasion durability was tested by the Martindale method using untreated 
fabric to simulate actual damage. A load pressure of 12 kPa was employed, 
which was often used for evaluating heavy duty upholstery usages. For the 
PVDF-HFP/FAS/silica coating, as shown in Figure 5.14a, after 8,000 cycles of 
abrasion, the coated fabric changed its CA to 165º, 152º and 145º respectively to 
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water, soybean oil and hexadecane. Although the SA increased with increasing 
the abrasion cycles, it was still lower than 10º to all the liquids after the fabric 
was subjected to 8,000 cycles of abrasion (Figure 5.14b). This result indicates 
that the coated fabric can withstand 8,000 abrasion cycles without apparently 
reducing the superamphiphobicity. After 25,000 abrasion cycles, the coated 
fabric still retained its superhydrophobicity, although it lost the oleophobicity, 
the nano-scale roughness can still be observed by SEM image as shown in Figure 
5.14 c. It was also found that the 25,000 cycles of abrasion led to the occurrence 
of physical damage to both fibers and fabric structure. It has been established 
that a fabric capable of withstanding 20,000 cycles of abrasion can be used 
commercially. 8,000 cycles of abrasion implies that the coated fabric in its 32% 
use life span maintains the superamphiphobicity.  
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Figure 5. 14 a) CA and b) SA change with abrasion cycles for the polyester 
fabric coated by PVDF-HFP/FAS/silica coating solution, c) PVDF-
HFP/FAS/silica coated polyester fabric after 25,000 cycles of abrasion tests. 
 
5.2.5.3 Strong acid and base stability 
The coating was also very stable in strong acid and base solutions. After 
immersing the coated fabric in an aqueous H2SO4, HCl or HNO3 solution (pH = 
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1), or an aqueous KOH solution (pH = 14) for 7 days, the coated fabric showed 
almost no change in its superamphiphobicity (Figure 5.15a). The SEM images 
of H2SO4 and KOH treated fabrics confirmed that no morphological change 
happened on the coated fiber surface after the acid or base treatment as seen in 
Figure 5.15 (c & d). After being immersed in strong acid or base solution, the 
coated fabric showed almost no change on the C-F bonds in the FTIR spectrum, 
indicating that the coated fabric had excellent chemical stability (Figure 5.15b).   
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Figure 5. 15 a) Photo of coloured liquid droplets on the PVDF-HFP/FAS/silica 
coated polyester fabric and the coated fabric immersed in strong acid and base 
solution for 7 days, b) FTIR spectra of coated fabric before and after acid or base 
etching, c & d) SEM images of the coated fabric after immersing in c) H2SO4 
solution (pH = 1) and d) KOH solution (pH = 14) for 7 days. 
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5.2.5.4 Ozone oxidization  
Ozone oxidation stability was evaluated by an ozone generator (CATALYTIC 
OZONE DESTRUCT, USA). The generated ozone concentration is 6% with 
1L/min air flow rate at room temperature. After 10 hours of ozone exposure, the 
surface contact angles of coated fabrics decreased only slightly to 160° for water, 
150° for soy bean oil and 148° for hexadecane (Figure5.16c). This indicates that 
the coated fabric has a high durability to ozone oxidation. The small drop in CA 
due to ozone damage can also be self-healed by heating the fabric at 130 °С for 
5 minutes.  
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Figure 5. 16 a) Photos of treated polyester fabric before and after 10 hours of 
ozone oxidation, b) FTIR spectra of coated fabric after different periods of ozone 
oxidation and heat treatment, c) CA changes with ozone oxidation time.  
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5.2.5.5 Stability in boil liquids and stain resistance 
The coating showed excellent stability against boiling treatment in aqueous 
solutions. After boiling in water for 1 hour, the PVDF-HFP/FAS/silica coated 
fabric showed very little change in the superamphiphobicity (Figure 5.17a). 
When the coated fabric was boiled in coffee for 1 hour and then left at room 
temperature for 24 hours, followed by rinsing with water and finally drying at 
room temperature, the coated fabric was not stained at all and still maintained 
the super liquid-repellency (Figure 5.17b).  
Apart from the boiling test, a standard procedure (AATCC method 175-2008, 
stain resistance: pile floor coverings) was employed to examine stain resistance 
using a natural cherry powder as the colorant. After 24 hours of staining, the 
coated fabric was easily cleaned by rinsing with water (Figure 5.17c).  
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Figure 5. 17 a) CA of the coated fabric changes with boiling time, b) photos of 
un-coated and coated polyester fabrics after being boiled in coffee, leaving at 
room temperature for 24 hours, rinsing with water and then drying at room 
temperature, c) photos of uncoated and coated fabrics after being soaked in 
staining solution, drying, rinsing with water, and then drying. 
 
5.2.5.6 Air permeability  
The coating treatment showed very little influence on the air permeability of the 
fabric, and washing, abrasion, acid/base etching and boiling treatment also 
showed almost no influence on the permeability as well (Table 5.1).  
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Table 5. 1 Air permeability of coated fabrics before and after harsh 
damages 
Fabrics Permeability (cm3/cm2/s) 
Uncoated  Coated  After 
washing1 
After 
Abrasion2  
After 
acid 
etching3  
After 
base 
etching4 
Boiling 
in 
coffee5 
Polyester 32 30 30 32 30 30 30 
Cotton 18 15 16 17 15 16 16 
Wool 75 73 73 74 73 74 73 
1, Washing 600 cycles; 2, Abrasion 25,000 cycles; 3, in H2SO4 solution (pH = 
1) for 7 days; 4, in KOH solution (pH = 14) for 7 days; 5, boiling in coffee for 
1 hour. 
 
5.2.5.7 Influence of fabric type on the wettability  
Besides polyester fabric, other types of fabrics, such as cotton and wool fabrics 
had also been used as substrate. The treated fabric always showed durable 
superamphiphobicity and self-healing ability (Table 5.2). 
 
Table 5. 2 CAs and SAs of different fabrics after coating treatment 
   
Substrates 
Water Soybean oil Hexadecane 
CA(°) SA(°) CA(°) SA(°) CA(°) SA(°) 
Polyester 172±2 2±1 165±3 5±2 160±3 7±2 
Cotton  171±3 3±1 165±2 5±3 158±3 7±2 
Wool 172±2 2±2 163±3 6±2 158±2 6±3 
*All fabrics were treated with Silica/PVDF-HFP/FAS using the same 
condition. 
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5.2.6 Coating components role 
To determine the role of each coating component in the superamphiphobic and 
self-healing functions, a series of control experiments were conducted, as listed 
in Table 5.3. When a thin layer of hydrophobic silica nanoparticles was applied 
onto fabrics, they showed strong superhydrophobicity, but had no self-healing 
property; the coating also had poor washing and abrasion resistances. When 
fabric was coated with hydrophobic silica nanoparticles and then a thin layer of 
PVDF-HFP, the fabric became superhydrophobic with much improved washing 
and abrasion durability; however, the coating was neither superoleophobic nor 
self-healable. When fabric was treated with PVDF-HFP solution alone, the 
coated fabric showed a water contact angle of 140°, but no oleophobicity 
obtained. Adding FAS to PVDF-HFP layer resulted in superamphiphobic 
surface with self-healing ability. When the silica nanoparticle coated fabric was 
coated with PVDF-HFP/FAS solution, the superamphiphobicity was improved.  
These results suggested that the superoleophobicity was derived from a joint 
action of nanoparticles, PVDF-HFP and FAS. The silica particles assisted in 
forming a rough surface on the fibers, while the FAS and PVDF-HFP contributed 
to lowering the surface free energy. PVDF-HFP also functioned as a binding 
agent to immobilize the particles in the coating layer, hence improving the 
durability. The addition of FAS to PVDF-HFP renders the coating with the self-
healing ability.  
Table 5. 3 Influence of coating materials on surface wettability 
Coating materials Properties of coated fabrics 
Hydropho
bic silica 
PVDF-
HFP  
FAS 
Superhydroph
obicity 
Superoleoph
obicity 
Self-
healing 
Durability 
√   Yes No No No 
√ √  Yes No No Yes 
√  √ Yes No No No 
 √   No No No No 
 √ √ Yes Yes Yes Yes 
√ √ √ Yes Yes Yes Yes 
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5.3 Discussion 
It should be noted that the hierarchical surface roughness consisting of fabric 
weave and nano-scale silica particles contacting the water or oil droplets are 
expected to lead to the enhancement of liquid repellency. This can be attributed 
to the fact that the nano-scaled structure entrapped different sizes of air bubbles, 
which enhance the liquid repellency to liquids because the liquid drop is then 
partially sitting on air. In other words, such a small value of the surface fraction 
produces a large amount of air trapped in the fabric and the nanostructured 
coating layers. With this geometrical effect, fluoroalkyl groups on the coating 
surface could provide low surface energy because the critical surface tension of 
a –CF3 group is about 6.7 mN/m and that of the –CF2 group is the next lowest 
[121]. This surface chemistry together with the hierarchically rough surface 
made it super-repellent to both water and oil fluids. 
The mechanism of self-healing might follow a few steps (Figure 5.18): When 
the coating surface was damaged chemically (e.g. plasma treatment), polar 
groups were introduced to the surface, leading to reduced amphiphobicity 
because of the increased surface free energy. Since the coating has a low Tg of 
-40°C, the mobility of molecular migration and movement in the coating layer 
is high. The tendency to minimize the surface free energy enabled fluorinated 
alkyl chains to migrate toward the coating surface. As a result of covering the 
polar groups with the fluorinated alkyl chains, the surface free energy decreased 
considerably, resulting in recovery of superamphiphobicity. This molecular 
migration can be typically sped up by increasing temperature, which increases 
the self-healing speed. In this way, the PVDF-HFP/FAS/silica coating shows 
excellent chemical durability. 
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Figure 5. 18 Illustration of self-healing mechanism. 
 
To quantify the mechanical durability of the PVDF-HFP/FAS/silica coating 
surface, a complementary test was performed. Two samples, silica particle 
coated fabric and PVDF-HFP/FAS/silica coated fabrics were mounted on a glass 
slide with double side sticky tape, and 1Kg weight was loaded on the fabric top, 
as shown in Figure 5.19a. When peeling the tape off, the silica coated fabric 
showed almost no particle on the surface (Figure 5.19b), indicating the poor 
adhesion between silica particles and the coated fabric substrate. For 
comparison, same test was performed on the PVDF-HFP/FAS/silica coated 
fabric. As shown in Figure 5.19c, after peeling off the sticky tape, the fabric still 
maintained original morphology, and silica nanoparticles were still bonded 
firmly on the fabric surface. This result indicated that, PVDF-HFP acts as a 
binding agent to immobilize the silica particles on the fabric. On the other hand, 
PVDF-HFP itself is highly inert and hydrophobic with low surface free energy. 
It has excellent chemical and mechanical stability, which endow the coated 
fabrics with exceptional durability against washing and abrasion.   
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Figure 5. 19 a) A schematic shows that the coated fabric was fixed on the glass 
slide by a double sticky tape, then the fabric was peeled off with an extra 1kg 
loading, b, c) the SEM image of the fabric coated with: b) silica nanoparticles 
and c) PVDF-HFP/FAS/silica after peeling off the sticky tape.  
 
5.4 Conclusions 
A robust, superamphiphobic fabric having a novel self-healing ability to auto-
repair from chemical damages has been prepared by a two-step wet-chemistry 
coating technique using a easily available material system consisting of 
poly(vinylidene fluoride-co-hexafluoropropylene), fluoroalkyl silane  and 
modified silica nanoparticles. The coated fabrics can withstand at least 600 
cycles of standard laundry and 8,000 cycles of abrasion without apparently 
changing the superamphiphobicity. The coating is also very stable to strong 
acid/base, ozone and boiling treatments. Upon being damaged chemically, the 
coating can restore its super liquid-repellent properties simply by a short-time 
heating treatment or room temperature ageing. This simple, but novel and 
effective coating system may be useful for development of robust protective 
clothing for various applications. 
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Chapter 6 
Superphobicity/philicity Janus Fabrics with 
Switchable, Spontaneous, Directional 
Transport Ability to Water and Oil Fluids 
This chapter fpresents the result on single layer fabric having switchable, 
spontaneous, directional-transport ability to both water and oil fluids. When the 
fabric showed directional transport to a liquid, it prevented liquids of higher 
surface tension from penetration, but allowed liquids of lower surface tension to 
permeate, from either side. The directional transport ability can be switched from 
one fluid to another simply by heating the fabric at an elevated temperature and 
then re-irradiating the fabric with UV light for required period of time. This 
novel directional fluid transport was found to be an automatic process driven by 
surface property alone, irrespective of gravity's effect.  
 
6.1 Experimental  
6.1.1 The formation of directional liquid-transport fabrics 
Superamphiphobic fabric described in chapter 5 was subjected to an asymmetric 
irradiation under a UV lamp, as illustrated in Figure 6.1.  
 
Figure 6. 1 Illustration of asymmetric UV irradiation of the fabric. 
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6.2 Results  
6.2.1 Basic properties of the treated fabrics 
The procedure for treatment of superamphiphobic fabric is illustrated in Figure 
6.1.  Without UV irradiation, the fabric showed a superamphiphobic surface on 
both sides, as detailed in chapter 5. The contact angle measurement revealed that 
the coated fabric has contact angles of 172° to water, 165° to hexadecane and 
160° to soybean oil. Figure 6.2 shows water, and oil drops (10 µL) on the coated 
fabric, which all look like a spherical ball and can stay stably on the fabric for a 
long time.  
 
Figure 6. 2 Photo of blue-coloured water droplet, red-coloured hexadecane 
droplet and clear soybean oil droplet on the coated polyester fabric (10 µl for 
each drop, the small amount of dyes used here have no influence on the contact 
angle values). 
 
Upon irradiating with strong UV light, the irradiated fabric side showed a 
decrease in fluids repellence. Depending on the irradiation time, the irradiated 
surface showed different wettability to water and oil. As shown in Figure 6.3, 
after 10 hour UV treatment, the fabric can be wetted by hexadecane, while the 
soybean oil and water droplets can stay on the irradiated surface. And the 14 
hours treated fabric can repel water only, and be wetted by soybean oil and 
hexadecane. After 24 hour UV irradiation, the irradiated fabric surface is 
hydrophilic, with contact angle of zero degree to water, soybean oil and 
hexadecane.  
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Figure 6. 3 Photos of blue coloured water droplets, red coloured hexadecane 
droplets and clear soybean oil droplets on the coated polyester fabric and after 
10 hours, 14 hours and 24 hours UV irradiated fabrics, and the heated fabric (10 
µL for each drop; The small amount of dye used, reactive blue in water, oil red 
in hexadecane, had no influence on the contact angles). 
 
6.2.2 Directional water transport effect 
Figure 6.4a shows a series of frames taken from a video during dropping water 
on the UV irradiated fabric surface. Although water spread on the fabric surface, 
it did not penetrate to the fabric. When water was dropped onto the back side, 
which did not receive the UV light directly, it moved through and spread on the 
opposite side immediately (Figure 6.4b). These indicate that the coated fabric 
after UV irradiation shows water transport directionality. When an oil fluid such 
as soybean oil or hexadecane was dropped onto the irradiated fabric, it showed 
different liquid transport performance to water. The oil fluid can spread 
throughout the fabric thickness from either side. 
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Figure 6. 4 Still frames taken from videos showing dropping water (45 µl) on 
the coated polyester fabric (after 24 hours of UV irradiation), on (a) front side 
(time interval, 0.26s) and (b) back side (time interval, 0.24s). 
 
More interestingly, when the coated fabric was irradiated by UV light for 14 
hours, the fabric showed a transport characteristic. Hexadecane can spread 
through the fabric from both sides. Soybean oil transported directionally, which 
can spread on the irradiated surface without penetrating through the fabric, but 
can transport through from the back to the front surface rapidly as shown in 
Figure 6.5 a & b. And a shorter UV irradiation period, i.e. 10 hours, resulted in 
directional transport to hexadecane as shown in Figure 6.5 c & d. 
These results clearly demonstrate that the coated fabric develops unique 
selective water transport ability after an asymmetric UV irradiation treatment. 
The ability to directionally transfer fluids is determined by the UV irradiation 
time. Shorter irradiation time favours fluids of lower surface tension. 
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Figure 6. 5 (a & b) Still frames taken from videos showing a soybean oil droplet 
(45 µl) on the coated fabric after 14 hours of UV irradiation, (a) on the front side 
(time interval is 0.28s), (b) on the back side (time interval is 0.55s); (c & d) 
Dropping hexadecane (45 µl) onto the coated fabric (UV irradiation for 10 hours), 
on (c) front side (time interval, 0.15s) and (d) back side (time interval, 0.2s). 
 
A list of fluids having different surface tensions (Table 6.1) was employed to 
examine the directional fluid transport ability of the fabric after 14 hours of UV 
irradiation. Figure 6.6 shows the profile of transport ability. Directional transport 
took place when the liquid had a surface tension in the range of 29 mN/m to 50 
mN/m. Liquids with a surface tension below 29 mN/m could penetrate from both 
sides (i.e. dual directional transport), while the liquids with surface tension above 
50 mN/m were not able to transport through the fabric from either side. This 
indicates that directional fluid transport ability of this fabric has the surface 
tension dependent selectivity.   
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Table 6. 1 Fluids properties and their liquid transport performance* 
Liquids  Surface 
tension 
(mN/m, 
20 °C) 
Viscosity 
(mPas, 20°C) 
Transport 
performance 
Pentane 15.5 0.24 dual-directional 
Silicon oil 21.5 9.30 dual-directional 
Ethanol 22.3 1.14 dual-directional 
Chloroform 27.1 0.56 dual-directional 
Hexadecane 27.5 3.04 dual-directional 
Cyclopentanone 28.2 1.29 dual-directional 
Soybean oil 31.5 80.00 directional (2.8s**) 
Olive oil 32.0 81.00 directional (3.0s**) 
Styrene 35.0 0.76 directional (1.5s**) 
Ethylene glycol 47.3 16.1 directional (3.5s**) 
Tetraethylene 
glycol 
48.0 58.3 directional (4.2s**) 
Glycerol 63.4 1412.00 Non- transport 
Water  72.8 1.00 Non- transport 
* Fabric sample: 14-hour UV-irradiated; ** Directional transport time. 
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Figure 6. 6 Selective directional transport to different liquid fluids (fabric, 14-
hour UV-irradiated). 
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6.2.3 Contact angle change 
To understand the novel liquid transport property, the CA of the UV irradiated 
fabric was measured. When water (5 µL) was dropped on the back side of the 
UV-irradiated fabric, its CA changed with time was shown in Figure 6.7a. 
Starting from the droplet landing on the fabric surface, the CA increased initially 
from 152° to 154° within 0.2 second, then decreased monotonously to 90° in 0.6 
second, and finally reduced to zero (in less 0.3 second). The first increase in the 
CA was explained by the relaxation of the water drop on the superhydrophobic 
surface. The later reduction in the CA was attributed to the permeation of the 
droplet into the fabric matrix. The droplet from contacting the fabric surface to 
complete penetration took around 1.1 seconds. In contrast, the CA of water drop 
(the same volume) on the UV irradiated surface changed from rapidly 42° to 
zero (in 0.9 seconds) (Figure 6.7a).  
The effect of UV irradiation time on the CA was also examined. As shown in 
Figure 6.7b, after 10 hours of UV irradiation, the CA for hexadecane on the front 
fabric surface became 0°, while the surface was still amphiphobic to water and 
soybean oil. Longer UV irradiation time, i.e. 14 hours, resulted in the front 
surface being completely wettable to soybean oil and hexadecane with a zero 
CA. However, the CA to water was still 120°. After 24 hours of UV irradiation, 
the front surface was completely wettable to all the liquids.  
Figure 6.7c shows the CA change with the irradiation time on the back fabric 
surface. After 10 hours of UV irradiation, the CA was still as high as 165°, 158° 
and 150° for water, soybean oil and hexadecane, while after 14 hours of 
irradiation, the CA was still high, respectively being 164°, 155° and 145°. 24 
hours of UV irradiation led to decrease of the CA respectively to 154°, 120° and 
70°. It was evident that the wettability of the UV-irradiated surface considerably 
increased with increasing the irradiation time. The UV light can penetrate the 
fabric, but its intensity was significantly weakened when it reached the back side. 
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Figure 6. 7 a) change of CA with time during dropping water on 24-hour UV-
irradiated fabric, b) & c) CA change with the UV irradiation time on b) front 
side (UV irradiated side) and c) back side.  
 
6.2.4 Breakthrough pressure  
To further characterize the directional fluid-transport effect, the initial pressure 
required to make the fluids breakthrough the fabric was measured. Figure 6.8a 
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shows the static liquid pressures of the treated fabric. As shown in Figure 6.8a, 
at least 1.96 kPa of pressure was needed for water to break through the coated 
fabric from the UV irradiated side when the fabric was subjected to 24 hours of 
UV irradiation, whereas the breakthrough pressure on the back side was only 
0.29 kPa. Lower pressure of 1.76 kPa and 1.57 kPa were measured for soybean 
oil and hexadecane to break through the front side of the coated fabric after it 
was UV irradiated respectively for 14 and 10 hours. However, the corresponding 
pressures on the back side were only 0.29 kPa and 0.25 kPa, respectively. For 
comparison, the breakthrough pressure of the un-coated pristine polyester fabric 
was measured to be 0.29 kPa, 0.26 kPa and 0.24 kPa for water, soybean oil and 
hexadecane, respectively, with no difference shown on either side. It should be 
noted that the breakthrough pressure on the UV irradiated front side (
front
ghbreakthrouP ) 
is always higher than that on the back side (
back
ghbreakthrouP ), regardless of UV 
irradiation time. The pressure value on both sides decayed with the UV 
irradiation time. However, the rate of the decay on the front side was lower when 
compared to the back side. This led to the difference between the front and the 
back breakthrough pressure ( kPa ) changing with irradiation time (Figure 6.8b). 
It was interesting to find that the directional liquid transport always took place 
at the point where the ΔP reached the maximum (Figure 6.8b). When the 
front
ghbreakthrouP  was lower than 1.27 kPa (e.g. hexadecane on 14-hour irradiated 
fabric), the liquid penetrated through the fabric. However, when the 
back
ghbreakthrouP  
was above 0.89 kPa (e.g. water on 14-hour un-irradiated fabric), it prevented the 
liquid from penetration.  
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Figure 6. 8 a) pressure required for breakthrough the coated fabrics (from front 
side for -■- water, -●- soybean oil, and -▲- hexadecane; from back side for -
□- water, -О- soybean oil, and -∆- hexadecane). (The breakthrough pressure of 
the un-coated pristine polyester fabric was 0.29 kPa, 0.26 kPa and 0.24 kPa for 
water, soybean oil and hexadecane, respectively, with no difference shown on 
either side); b) Effect of irradiation time on breakthrough pressure difference 
(between front and back sides). 
 
6.2.5 X-ray microtomograph (micro-CT) analysis 
Micro-CT can provide non-destructive 3D microscopy of the internal structures 
of small objects with high spatial resolution and unprecedented speed. In the test, 
360 degree radioscopic image is obtained using an X-ray Image Intensifier, 
which is used to reconstruct 3D image in the computer.  
In our study, a series of experiments were conducted to observe the wetting 
profile of water, soybean oil and hexadecane wetted fabrics using a micro-CT, 
respectively. Under X-ray microtomograph (micro-CT), we found that the 
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wetted fabric area looked different to the dry one. This can be used to observe 
the wetting profile of the directional liquid transport fabrics.  
As shown in Figure 6.9, the sliced 3D images at different fabric depths show 
different degrees of wetting. One fabric side was totally wetted by water, while 
the opposite side was dry. From the wetted side, the wet area gradually decreased 
until the slice that was 245 microns deep from the surface. The cross-sectional 
view in Figure 6.10 reveals the partially wetted fabric.  
 
Figure 6. 9 Sliced Micro-CT images of the treated fabric wetted with water. The 
number in the images is the distance between the top of hydrophilic fabric 
surface and the slice. 
 
Figure 6.10a shows a typical 3D micro-CT image of the 24-hour UV-irradiated 
fabric after being wetted with water. A large image contrast was observed 
between the wetted (in blue) and the no-wetted (in green) fabric areas. The 2D 
cross-sectional view obtained from the 3D image clearly showed the wetting 
profile (Figure 6.10b). The depth of wetting was around 245 µm from the ffront 
surface (the total fabric thickness was 512).  
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Figure 6. 10 a) 3D micro-CT image of the 24-hour UV-irradiated fabric after 
wetted with water, b) 2D micro-CT cross-sectional image showing partially-
wetted fabric (24-hour UV-irradiated). 
 
Directional soybean oil-transport fabric showed the different degrees of wetting 
at different fabric depths, as shown in Figure 6.11a. One fabric side was totally 
wetted by soybean oil, while the opposite side was dry. The cross-sectional view 
in Figure 6.11b reveals the partially wetted fabric. Similar results can be obtained 
by directional hexadecane-transport fabric as shown in Figure 6.12 (a & b). 
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Figure 6. 11 a) Sliced Micro-CT images of the treated fabric wetted with 
soybean oil. The number in the images is the distance (micron) between the top 
of hydrophilic fabric surface and the slice, b) 2D cross sectional view of the 
treated fabric after 14 hour UV irradiation treatment and wetted with soybean 
oil. 
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Figure 6. 12 a) Sliced Micro-CT images of the treated fabric wetted with 
hexadecane. The number in the images is the distance (micron) between the top 
of hydrophilic fabric surface and the slice, b) 2D cross sectional view of the 
treated fabric after 10 hour UV irradiation treatment and wetted with hexadecane. 
 
Based on the 2D images, the wetting portion of the fabric was estimated. As 
shown in Figure 6.13, the wetting portion increases with increasing the UV 
irradiation time for all liquids tested. The directional transport always occurred 
at the condition that the liquid transport portion to the liquid was around 50%. 
In that case, the CA on the back side was always greater than 150° (i.e. 
superphobic), 0° on the front surface (see a table summarizing the directional 
transport in the Table 6.2). 
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Figure 6. 13 Wetting portion of different liquids on UV-irradiated fabrics. 
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Table 6. 2 Directional transport feature of different liquids on the UV-irradiated fabrics 
 
UV irradiation 
time (hour) 
 
Fabric side 
CA 
(°) 
ghbreakthrouP  
(kPa) 
Wetting portion 
(%) 
Water Soybean oil Hexadecane  Water Soybean oil Hexadecane  Water Soybean oil Hexadecane 
10  
Front 148 95 0 2.25 1.96 1.67 
0 20 55 
Back 165 158 150 1.37 0.98 0.26 
14  
Front 120 0 0 2.15 1.76 1.27 
0 52 85 
Back 164 155 145 0.89 0.29 0.24 
24  
Front 0 0 0 1.94 1.03 0.39 
48 100 100 
Back 154 120 70 0.29 0.25 0.2 
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It should be noted that the directional transport took place irrespective of the 
fabric spatial arrangement and the way of feeding liquid to the fabric. Figure 
6.14a provides an extreme example in which liquid water is fed upwards to the 
lower surface of a horizontally-laid fabric (24-hour UV irradiated). When the 
lower surface was hydrophobic (top line, i.e. the back side of the UV irradiated 
fabric), water was attracted up and then moved to spread on the upper 
hydrophilic surface (i.e. front side). Feeding water upwards to contact the 
downwards hydrophilic surface leads to spreading just on the lower surface, and 
there is no water transport and spread on the upper hydrophobic side (Figure 
6.14a bottom line). Photos from high-speed videos are also provided as seen in 
Figure 6.14c. Figure 6.14b shows the directional transport to soybean oil through 
the 14-hour UV irradiated fabric. Further directional transport experiment can 
be obtained on a vertically placed fabric as seen in Figure 6.15. These results 
clearly demonstrate that directional transport takes place without being driven 
by the gravity. 
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Figure 6. 14 a) Water being fed upwards to attach the lower surface of a 
horizontally-laid fabric (24-hour UV-irradiated), b) soybean oil being fed 
upwards to attach the lower surface of a horizontally-laid fabric (14-hour UV-
irradiated), c) Frames taken from a high-speed camera to show upwards feeding 
on the horizontally-laid fabric (24-hour UV irradiated), (left group) : back side 
downwards (time interval 0.13 s), (right group): front side downwards (time 
interval, 0.11 s).  
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Figure 6. 15 Dropping water on the vertically placed fabric (24-hour UV-
irradiated) on a) the back side (time interval 0.2s) and b) front side (time interval 
0.13s), c) & d) dropping soybean oil sideway on the vertically placed fabric (14-
hour UV-irradiated) on c) the back side (time interval 0.45s) and d) the front 
surface (time interval 0.25s).  
 
6.2.6 Switchable ability 
Apart from the selectivity to liquid type, the directional fluid transport can also 
be switched from one fluid to another. To prove this, the directional liquid 
transport fabric was heated at 130 °C for 10 minutes. After heat treatment, the 
directional fluid-transport ability was eliminated completely from the fabric, and 
the fabric turned to be superamphiphobic on both sides. When the heat treated 
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fabric was subjected to a UV irradiation for certain period of time, the fabric 
showed directional fluid transport again. However, the transport directionality 
can be set to either the same or different fluid depending on the UV irradiation 
time chosen. For example, heating a fabric which had directional water transport 
property (24 hour UV-irradiated fabric) and then re-irradiating the fabric with 
UV light under the same irradiation condition for 10 hours switched the 
directional fluid transport ability from water to hexadecane. This switchable 
feature was reversible and can be repeated for several times (Figure 6.16). Such 
novel selectivity and switchability allow having on-demand directional fluid 
transport ability from a single piece of membrane.  
 
 
Figure 6. 16 Switching feature of directional fluid transport on single piece of 
fabric.  
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6.2.7 ATR-FTIR spectra 
The influence of UV irradiation on the chemical components of the coated fabric 
was characterized by FTIR (Figure 6.17). After UV irradiation, polar groups 
such as -COOH or -OH were formed on the coating surface, while C-F bonds 
was removed. The change on the front was more noticeable than the back surface.  
3600 3300 3000 2700 2400 1500 1200 900 600
 
 24h UV irradiation (front side)
 24h UV irradiation (back side)
 Coated fabric
 
Wavenumber/cm-1
Figure 6. 17 FTIR spectra of coated fabric, the coated fabric after 24 hours UV-
irradiation (front side and back surface).  
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Table 6. 3 Assignment of changed FTIR peaks 
Peaks Bonds Vibration modes 
3100-3000 O-H stretching 
 
2700-2500  
 
H-bond unionized carboxyl 
dimer stretch vibrations 
1715 C=O stretching 
1570 H-O stretching 
1500 C-O bending 
1238 Si-O asymmetric stretching 
1200 C-F stretching 
1174 C-OH asymmetric bending 
1150 C-F  antisymmetric stretching 
1090 Si-O-Si antisymmetric stretching 
723 CH2  rocking 
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6.2.8 SEM images 
The surface morphology of the UV-irradiated fabric was observed under 
SEM. As expected, the original rough surface feature was still maintained after 
the UV irradiation (Figure 6.18). Obviously, the directional-transport property 
should not come from the surface morphology changes.   
 
Figure 6. 18 SEM images of a) superamphiphobic fabric, b) & c) after 24 hours 
of UV irradiation b) front surface and c) back surface. 
 
6.2.9 UV transmission spectra 
The UV transmission spectra (Figure 6.19) of the PVDF-HPF/FAS/silica coated 
polyester fabric revealed that about 2.5% of UV light was filtered out during its 
passage through the fabric. With the UV light transmitting through the fabric, 
light intensity was reduced gradually. Since the photo reaction is lightly intensity 
dependent, the conversion will be related to the fabric thickness. As a result, 
gradient change of contact angle along the irradiation thickness could form.  
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Figure 6. 19 UV transmission spectra of the untreated polyester fabric, and the 
treated fabric of before and after 24 hours UV-irradiation. 
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6.3 Discussion 
To find out the mechanism behind the directional-transport effect, time required 
for the directional transport under different temperatures (5 ~ 70 °C) was 
recorded (Figure 6.20a). For all the three liquids studied, the transport became 
faster at a higher temperature. This was presumably because of effect of 
temperature on the surface tension, saturated vapour pressure and contact angle. 
With increasing the temperature, the liquid surface tension decreased, the 
saturated vapour pressure increased, while the CA did not change much in the 
temperature range tested (Figure 6.20b). Based on these experimental results, the 
directional-transport mechanism was proposed. Asymmetric UV irradiation of 
the superamphiphobic fabric leads to the formation of imbalanced wettability on 
the fabric. The front fabric surface becomes wettable, while the back surface still 
maintains the non-wettable feature. When the liquid is dropped onto the wettable 
surface, it simply spread into the wettable zone because of the strong interaction, 
and the negative capillary pressure generated in the back non-wettable zone 
prevents the liquid from spreading into the non-wettable side. When the liquid 
is dropped on the non-wettable surface, it transports across the thin, non-wettable 
layer (thickness around 260 µm) and spreads into the wettable zone. The 
penetration of non-wettable barrier could involve establishment of molecular 
path from the liquid surface to wettable matrix, which could be affect by solvent 
evaporation and liquid surface tension.   
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Figure 6. 20 Influences of temperature on a) liquid transport time of water, 
soybean oil and hexadecane, b) surface tension and saturated vapour pressure of 
water, c) water CA, and d) water viscosity. (Fabric sample, 24-hour irradiated). 
 
Before UV irradiation, the fabric sample used is superamphiphobic to liquids of 
surface tension above 27.5 mN/m [172]. Such liquid repellency derives from the 
amplification effect of the hierarchical rough-structure of fabric texture and 
rough surface of coated fibers on contact angle, in addition to the low wettability 
of fiber material. The effect of roughness on the apparent contact angle (θfabric) 
of fabric can be described as: 1cos −+= ffrcosθ ffabric θ  (whereθ is the liquid 
contact angle of the coating material on fiber surface, rf is the roughness of solid 
that is in contact with liquid, and f is the fraction of the projected solid surface 
area that is in contact with the liquid). The relationship between θfabric and θ
for a plain weave fabric made of multifilament yarns has been estimated as: 
( ) 1sincos −





+
+−





+
= θθθπ
dR
R
dR
Rcosθ fabric [168] (where R is fiber radius, d 
is half of inter-fiber distance on the yarn locating the fabric surface). The 
θ~fabricθ  relationship at a few different d/R ratios is shown in Figure 6.21 
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Clearly, θis much lower thanθfabric, and the fabric shows superhydrophobicity 
when the fibers have water contact angle over 117°.  
When the fabric is irradiated by strong UV light, the degradation of fiber surface 
leads to formation of polar groups (e.g. –COOH) on the irradiated surface. The 
increased surface energy because of the polar groups reduces contact angle 
despite the topological feature remains unchanged. Since UV light can penetrate 
the fabric but its intensity is significantly weakened when it reaches the 
unexposed side of the fabric, the reduction of contact angle from the UV exposed 
to the unexposed fabric surface should have a gradient change. At certain 
condition, the UV exposed surface becomes highly wettable while the 
unexposed surface is still super repellent to a liquid, which forms a Janus 
surfaced fabric. Longer UV irradiation time increases the degradation yield, 
resulting in lower contact angle value.  
On another hand, bringing liquid to contact with a porous media causes the liquid 
either to stay on the surface or to flow into the porous matrix, depending on the 
capillary effect. Young–Laplace capillary pressure for an idealized pore having 
circular cross-section is expressed as cosθ
r
2γPcp =  (where θ is the contact angle 
between liquid drop and capillary wall, r is the pore radius and γ  is the surface 
tension of liquid). When the pore surface is wettable (θ < 90º), liquid is 
spontaneously drawn into the pore because of the positive capillary pressure. 
However, a negative capillary pressure would result when the pore surface is 
non-wettable wall (θ > 90º), repelling the liquid out of the pore. In this case, 
extra pressure is needed to force the liquid to permeate into the pore. The 
minimal external pressure to enable liquid to flow into the pore, i.e. breakthrough 
pressure (Pbreakthrough), can be established as cosθ
r
2γP-  P cpghbreakthrou −== . Pcp at 
a few different pore radii was estimated based on the Young–Laplace equation 
(Figure 6.21). For polyester fabric used in this study, the pore radius is in the 
range of 3~41 µm (average radius 20 µm). When the fabric has a 
superhydrophobic surface (θfabric =150°, θ =117°), the breakthrough pressure 
is 1.63 kPa, which is on a similar level to our experiment result.  
Several wetting regimes have been reported on a hierarchical rough-surface, 
including Wenzel, Cassie–Baxter, Lotus and petal regimes [173-175]. A 
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superhydrophobic surface can be non-sticking and self-cleaning (Lotus effect) 
or adhesive to water strongly (petal effect). In the petal regime, water can 
penetrate either in the micron or/and nanostructure, while the 
micro/nanostructure can be partially impregnated by air [174, 175]. 
Superhydrophobic fabric in petal regime allows water penetration slightly into 
the fabric. However, if the fabric has a wettability gradient from 
superhydrophobicity to hydrophilicity across the thickness, the penetration of 
water could be further enhanced by the fibers beneath because of the reduced 
contact angle. In this way, liquid penetration is accelerated until it completely 
spreads into the hydrophilic zone. However, when water drop is fed from the 
hydrophilic size, capillary effect allow the liquid easily spreading into the 
hydrophilic area. The capillary pressure turns negative when the liquid meets the 
high contact angle zone, preventing itself from further penetration. Therefore, 
the novel directional liquid transport property is attributed to photo-induced 
formation of gradient wettability across the fabric thickness and the petal 
superphobic surface on one side.  
It is known that the contact angle of liquid drop on a solid surface is affected by 
surface tension. Smaller surface tension leads to smaller contact angle. The same 
trend happens to the capillary pressure. It is easy to understand that if a porous 
membrane allows one type of liquid to penetrate, it should allow other liquids of 
lower surface tension to permeate as well, because of more wettable nature. 
However, the membrane may stop liquid of higher surface tension to penetrate 
if the contact angle is large enough. In this way, directional fluid transport should 
be liquid specific to have a surface-tension-controlled selectivity.   
The switchable feature comes from the self-healing ability of the 
superamphiphobic coating. Our previous paper has indicated that the 
superamphiphobic coating has a temperature-driven self-healing ability to auto-
repair from chemical damages [172]. Long-hour UV irradiation causes chemical 
damage to the coating, which can be healed through a heat treatment, allowing 
the coating to restore its superamphiphobicity. The heat treatment erases the 
liquid transport ability, which can be regenerated through second time UV 
treatment.  
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The novel switchability and selectivity of liquid transport would significantly 
enhance the functionality of directional liquid-transport membranes, especially 
for applications in separation of emulsive or immiscible fluids, healthcare, 
protection of hazardous liquid chemicals, electrochemical or energy devices, and 
protective/functional clothing. 
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Figure 6. 21 Estamated θ fabric ~ θ and Pcp~ θ relationships. 
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6.4 Conclusion 
A superamphiphobic fabric, which shows highly liquid-repellent property to 
liquids with surface tension about 27 mN/m to 72 mN/m was subjected to UV 
irradiation. The directly irradiated surface became hydrophilic while the back 
side still showed superhydrophobicity or even amphiphobicity. The 
transformation from superamphiphobic to hydrophilic surfaces was attributed to 
an asymmetric wetting gradient across the thickness of the fabric. Such 
asymmetric superamphiphobicity/hydrophilicity enables the fabric to have a 
directional liquid-transport function: liquid can easily transfer across the fabric 
in the direction from the superphobic to the hydrophilic sides, but not in the 
opposite direction unless a sufficient external force is applied. The directional 
liquid-transport fabric also showed an apparent difference in the critical pressure 
allowing liquid to break through from the two fabric sides.  
When the fabric showed directional transport to a liquid, it prevented liquids of 
higher surface tension from penetration, but allowed liquids of lower surface 
tension to permeate, from either side. The directional transport ability can be 
switched from one fluid to another simply by heating the fabric at an elevated 
temperature and then re-irradiating the fabric with UV light for required period 
of time. By attaching liquid drops vertically upwards to a horizontally-laid fabric, 
we further demonstrated that this novel directional fluid transport was an 
automatic process driven by surface property alone, irrespective of gravity’s 
effect. 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusions and suggestions for future work 
7.1 Conclusions  
7.2 Summary  
In this work, fabrics having a durable superhydrophobic or superamphiphobic 
surface have been prepared using a wet-chemistry coating technique to form thin, 
elastomeric nanocomposite layer which has low surface free energy on fabric 
surface. Two main elastomeric materials: crosslinked PDMS and thermoplastic 
PVDF-HFP have been used as coating matrix. By combining with a low surface 
energy coupling agent, fluoroalkyl silane, and a hydrophobic nanoparticle, the 
crosslinked PDMS coating forms a highly durable superhydrophobic surface. 
The coated fabrics showed excellent water-repellent property with water contact 
angle larger than 170° and sliding angle less than 2°. Importantly, the coating is 
robust enough to withstand a range of harsh treatment such as strong acid and 
alkali, repeated machine washes, boiling and severe physical abrasion, and at the 
same time, the fabrics still remain their original breathability and handle property.  
For the thermoplastic composite PVDF-HFP/FAS coating, the coated fabric 
shows novel self-healing ability to auto-repair from chemically damages, apart 
from the excellent liquid repellency to both water and oil fluids and durability to 
washing and abrasion. The coated fabric showed highly liquid-repellent not only 
to water, but also to oils such as soybean oil and hexadecane with the contact 
angle of 172°, 165° and 160° to water, soybean oil and hexadecane, and the 
sliding angle of 2°, 6° and 9° to water, soybean oil and hexadecane, respectively. 
This coating is very stable to many severe treatments such as strong acid/base, 
ozone, boiling beverages, repeated washing and abrasion damages. Upon being 
damaged chemically, the coating can restore its super liquid-repellent properties 
imply by a short time heating treatment or room temperature ageing. FAS in the 
coating layer acts as a healing agent, the chemically damaged hydrophilic fabric 
surface derived from the decomposition of FAS on the surface, during the 
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healing process, the FAS molecules preserved within the coating get expelled an 
migrate to the coating surface to minimize the surface energy. Meanwhile, the 
oxygen-containing hydrophilic groups that are produced by air plasma etching 
become buried inside the coating layer. In this way, the damaged 
superamphiphobicity of the coating is healed. In addition, FAS functions like a 
coupling agent to enhance coating adhesion. This is because PVDF-HFP is a non 
polar polymer, while the polarity of FAS is high because of the fluoroalkyl chain 
and silane head. FAS is hard to stay stably in the form of single molecules within 
PVDF-HFP due to mismatch in polarity. Alternately, FAS molecules aggreagete 
and condense into micelle to minimize surface free energy and disperse well in 
PVDF-HFP/silica nanocomposite coating system. This simple, but novel and 
effective coating system will be very useful for development of robust protective 
clothing for various applications. 
This study has also demonstrated that superamphiphobic fabrics from the PVDF-
HFP coating system can be treated to have switchable, directional liquid 
transport functions to both water and oil fluids. When the coated fabric was 
irradiated by UV irradiation treatment at a certain time, the directly irradiated 
surface became hydrophilic while the back side still remained the superphobic. 
Such asymmetric superphobicity/hydrophilicity enabled the fabrics to have 
directional fluid-transport functions to different type liquids, depending on the 
UV treatment time. The directional fluid-transport fabrics also showed an 
apparent difference in the critical pressure allowing the fluids to break through 
from the both sides of the fabric. 
When the fabric showed directional transport to a liquid, it prevented liquids of 
higher surface tension from penetration, but allowed liquids of lower surface 
tension to permeate, from either side. More interestingly, fluid-transfer effects 
can be removed by a heating treatment, which in turn, restores the full 
superamphiphobicity of the surface. In this way, the directional transport ability 
can be switched from one fluid to another simply by heating the fabric at an 
elevated temperature and then re-irradiating the fabric with UV light for required 
period of time. By attaching liquid drops vertically upwards to a horizontally-
laid fabric, it was further demonstrated that this novel directional fluid transport 
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was an automatic process driven by surface property alone, irrespective of 
gravity’s effect. 
7.2 Suggestions for future work  
From the fundamental point of view, fabric thickness and structure, and pore 
structure should have an effect on directional fluid-transport effect. Detailed 
directional liquid-transport mechanism has not been clear. Other techniques that 
can achieve a stable asymmetric superhydrophobicity/hydrophilicity or 
superamphiphobicity/hydrophilicity across the fabric thickness, other than 
photochemical treatment, could help to enhance the fundamental understanding 
of directional fluid-transport effect and find a practical way to prepare this 
functional fabric on large scales. In addition, the applications of directional fluid-
transport fabrics are very worthwhile to explore. 
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